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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is not an exaggeration to state that one of the 

most fruitful methods in the study of 3-manifolds has 

been to study embeddings of surfaces in 3-manifolds. 

Results obtained from the study of incompressible 

surfaces and Heegaard surfaces as well as the ubiquitous 

use of the loop theorem bear witness to this especially 

in the case of compact 3-manifolds. One often uses 

special surfaces in order to split a 3-manifold into 

pieces that are in some sense less complicated than the 

original manifold. Some notable examples of this are: 

(1) The factorization of a compact 3-manifold into 

prime factors by Kneser <a version of which may be found 

in [6] > ; 

<2> The splitting of a Haken 3-manifold M into 

pieces which are either simple or Seifert fibered by 

Jaco-Shalen [7] and Johannson [9]. 

Both of these examples are nice since in each case 

the pieces are unique; case <2> is especially nice since 

the pieces are unique upto an ambient isotopy of M. One 

can obtain a proof in either <1> or <2> by splitting the 

manifold along a maximal set of special surfaces 
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<2-spheres in <1> and tori in <2>> and analyzing the 

pieces. 

In this tradition, I propose to make a study of 

noncompact surfaces in noncompact 3-manifolds. In 

particular, I plan to restrict my attention to planes 

embedded in 3-manifolds so that they are proper <that is, 

meet every compact set compactly> in the ambient 

3-manifold and nontrivial (that is, bound no proper 

submanifold homeomorphic to R~x[0,m>>. It is my aim to 

prove that a "sufficiently nice" noncompact 3-manifold V 

can be split into pieces in a way analogous to example 

(2} above. To make this more precise, I need to define 

some terms. 

When V is a noncompact 3-manifold, we often find it 

convenient to write it as a union of compact 

3-manifolds, say V=LKVnln~0}, where Vncint<Vn+t> for 

( The notation int<Vn+t> denotes the interior of 

Vn+t in the space V.> We say that {Vn} is an exhausting 

sequence for V. One can define special properties of V 

in terms of an exhausting sequence. Some examples are: 

<a> If Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V for n~0, we 

say that V is end-irreducible. 

(b) If Fr<Vn> is incompressible in cl(V-V 0 > for 

n~0, we say that V is eventually end-irreducible. 
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(c) If g is a nonnegative integer and for n~0 

Fr<Vn> is a connected, closed surface such that the 

genus<Fr<Vn>>~g, then we say that Vis of finite genus at 

infinity; if g is the least such number, we say that V is 

of genus g. 

By taking V0 to be empty, we can see that if V is 

end-irreducible, then V is eventually end-irreducible. 

E. M. Brown has shown in [lJ that a connected, open 

3-manifold M of finite genus k>0 at infinity having just 

one end and finitely generated first homology is 

eventually end-irreducible. 

Suppose that N is a noncompact 3-manifold with an 

exhausting sequence <Cn} such that Cn is a 3-cell and 

Cnnacn+s is a union of disks U<Dn i ll~i~v} for n~0, 
' 

where Dn, i cint <Dn+ 1 , i > for n~0 and 1 ~i ~v. Then we say 

that N is a nearnode with v faces. We say that a 

noncompact 3-manifold V is ~~-irreducible provided V is 

irreducible and each nontrivial, proper plane in V is 

parallel to a plane in av. 

It is my aim to prove: 

Main Theorem. Let V be a contractible, open, irreducible 

3-manifold with finite genus g~2 at infinity. Then V can 

be split into a finite number of pieces each of which is 
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either a nearnode or R~-irreducible. Furthermore~ these 

pieces are unique up to ambient isotopy. 

In order to prove the above theorem~ we introduce 

the idea of the "characteristic pair of an end" in 

analogy to the characteristic pair for sufficiently 

large, irreducible manifolds given in [7]. One makes 

extensive use of the Characteristic Pair Theorem proved 

in [7] in developing this idea. 

In chapters II and III the idea of a strongly 

essential 2-manifold is introduced. Conditions are 

found for putting a strongly essential 2-manifold into 

••normal" form with respect to an exhausting sequence and 

recovering a strongly essential 2-manifold from a 

2-manifold in normal form. 

In chapter IV some lemmas are proven about compact 

2-manifolds which will be used later in complexity 

arguments while in chapter V some properties of seifert 

pairs are introduced that. will be of use in chapter VI. 

Chapter VI is used to contruct a noncompact seifert pair 

which engulfs strongly essential copies of S 1 xS 1 , S 1 xi~ 

In chapter VII, further properties 

of noncompact seifert pairs are developed. 

In chapter VIII, the engulfing seifert pair of 

chapter VI is extended to a seifert pair which engulfs 

all '"nicely embedded 11 seifert pairs. In chapter IX, some 
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properties of this seifert pair are investigated for 

Whitehead manifolds., and in particular., Whitehead 

manifolds of finite genus at infinity. 

Many of the previous results are brought together 

in chapter X to prove properties of nontrivial planes in 

noncompact 3-manifolds. The class of 3-manifolds known 

as nearnodes is defined at this point. 

In chapter XI., the Main Theorem is proved., and 

chapter XII provides some examples. The reader who is 

daunted by the length of this work may be best served by 

reading the chapters in reverse order. 

The following lemma is lemma 3.4 of [15] and is 

referred to quite frequently in the sequel. I reproduce 

it here for the convenience of the reader. 

Lemma 1.1. Let F be a compact 2-manifold which is 

neither a 2-sphere nor a projective plane. Let M be an 

"' orientable !-bundle over F and let F be the associated 

.9I-bundle. Let G be a 2~manifold in M such that each 

... 
component of G is either a disk which intersects cl<aM-F> 

in two vertical arcs or an incompressible annulus whose 

"' ... boundary in contained in F but is not parallel into F. 

Then there is an isotopy which makes G vertical. In the 

case that M is a product bundle, this isotopy may be 

... 
taken to be constant on one component of F. 

Proof: 



Waldhausen only proves this for orientable F; 

however, the conscientious reader will find little 

difficulty in extending the methods of '[15]. I 

All 3-manifolds will be assumed to be orientable 

unless specificly stated to the contrary. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXHAUSTING SEQUENCES AND PROPERLY 

EMBEDDED 2-MANIFOLDS 

In that which follows, we will let the notation 

#(X) denote the number of components of X, where X is a 

topological space that is understood from context. 

If f:X-~Y is a continuous map such that f- 1 <C> is a 

compact subset of X whenever C is a compact subset of Y, 

then we say that f is a proper map. If X is a subset of 

Y and the inclusion map X-~Y is proper, then we say that 

X is proper in Y. 

Let F be a 2-manifold and let M be a 3-manifold. 

Suppose that f:F-~M is a proper map such that 

<a> f is a homeomorphism onto f<F>, 

<b> f<F-aF> is contained in M-8M, 

(c) f(8F) is contained in aM, and 

(d) the surface f<F> meets 8M transversely in M. 

Then we say that f is a proper embedding. If F is 

contained in W and f is inclusion, then we say that F is 

properly embedded in M. 

Let X and Y be topological spaces with YCX. Then 
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the notation Fr<Y;X> will denote the frontier of Y in X. 

When the ambient space X is clear, this will be denoted 

simply by Fr <Y>. We will use the symbol int<Y> to 

denote the topological interior of the space Y in X. 

Note that int<Y>=Y-Fr<Y>. We will let cl<Y> be the 

closure of the space Y in X. 

8 

Let W be a noncompact 3-manifold. Suppose that {Wn: 

n=0, ••• ,~} is a set of compact 3-dimensional submanifolds 

of W such that Wn is contained in int<Wn+ 1 >, Fr<Wn> is 

properly embedded in W, and W=YnWn. 

place of {Wn:n=0, ••• ,~} and say that <Wn} is an 

exhausting sequence for W. 

If W is a noncompact 3-manifold with an exhausting 

sequence {Wn} such that Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W 

for n~0, then we say that W is end-irreducible. 

Suppose that ~and A are integers with ~}A and 

suppose that W is a noncompact 3-manifold with a 

specified exhausting sequence {Cn}. We then write 

For convenience put QCn=CCn,n-1] for 

nU. We shall follow the convention that 

ac 0 =C 0=CC0,-1J. By further abuse of notation, we will 

let C[~nl=cl<W-Cn>· Observe that Fr<Cn>=cl<8Cn-aw>. 

In cases where aw is compact and contained in C 0 , we 

will let Fr<C_ 1 >=8W for the sake of convenience. <The 



author realizes that this is repugnant since C_ 1 does 

not exist.> If F is a connected 2-manifold that is 

properly embedded in cr~~l and is such that FnFr<CA> 

and FnFr<C~) are both nonempty, then we say that F spans 

cr~~l. 

Let W be a 3-manifold, let T be a 2-manifold in 544. 

and let F be a connected 2-manifold that is properly 

embedded in W. We say that F is parallel in W to a 

surface in T provided either 

9 

<a> 8F is empty and there is a product Fxl 

embedded in W with Fx.9I=FLF', where F' is a component of 

T, or 

(b) 8F is nonempty and there is a product Fxi 

embedded in W with Fx0 equal to F and <Fx.9I>U<Fx1> 

contained in T. 

Let W be a 3-manifold and let T be a 2-manifold 

that is proper in aw. Then <W,T> is a 3-manifold pair. 

If W is irreducible and T is incompressible, then we say 

<as in [7]) that <W,T> is an irreducible pair. We say 

that <W,T> is a compact <noncompact> pair provided that 

W is compact <noncompact>. In the sequel, T will always 

be assumed to be compact. 

Let <W,T> be a 3-manifold pair. Let F be a 



connected 2-manifold that is proper in W with 8FcT. We 

say that F is essential in <W,T> provided F is 

incompressible in Wand F is not parallel in <W,T> to a 

2-manifold in T. We say that F is strongly essential in 

<W,T> provided that F is essential in <W,T> and there is 

a compact subset C of W such that F cannot be isotoped 

to be disjoint from c. Note that if F is connected and 

essential and 8F is nonempty, then F i~ strongly 

essential. 

If F is a 2-manifold that is proper in W, then we 

say that F is essential <strongly essential> in <W,T> 

provided each component of F is essential <strongly 

essential> in <W,T>. 

Let W be a noncompact n-manifold and let ~ be a 

positive integer. We say that W has ~ ends provided 

that there exists a compact subset M of W such that if N 

is any compact subset of W with MeN, then cl<W-N> has~ 

noncompact components. 

Lemma 11.1. Suppose that W is a noncompact 3-manifold 

with exhausting sequence {Wn>· Suppose that F is a 

2-manifold which is homeomorphic to either S 1 xr0,oo) or 

S 1 xR and is properly embedded in W. Suppose that F 0 is 

an annulus in F with each component of 8F 0 noncontract-
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component of 8F 1 is noncontractble in F. If m>n, 

F 1 cint<Wm> and if A is a component of cl<F-F 0 >, then 

exactly one component C of Anwrm,nl spans wrm,nl. 

Proof: 

Since A is noncompact and F 0 CWn, there is a com-

ponent C of Anwrm,nJ which spans wrm,nJ. We claim that 

C is the only such component of Anwrm,nl. Note that 

CnFr<Wn>cint<F 1 > and that CnFr<Wm> is contained in 

Therefore, C must contain the single 

component of 8F 1 nA. This completes the proof.l 

Lemma 11.2. Let W be a connected, orientable, 

noncompact 3-manifold which is irreducible and 

end-irreducible. Let T be a compact 2-manifold in aw. 

Let <Wn~ be an exhausting sequence for W such that 

<1> T is contained in W0 ; 

<2> Wn is connected for n~0; 

<3> Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W for n!0. 

Let F be an incompressible 2-manifold in W with 

8FCT which is properly embedded in W. Also suppose that 

each component of F is homeomorphic to S 1 xi, S 1 xS 1 , 

Then F is ambient isotopic to a 
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surface F' such that F'nFr<Wn> consists of simple closed 

curves that are noncontractible in both F' and Fr<Wn> 

for all n~0. 

Proof: 

As in <4.2> of [3J and <2.4> of [!J, we may assume 

that F is transverse to Fr<Wn> for all n~0. 

an exhausting sequence for F such that for n~0 each 

component of Fn is an annulus or a torus, each component 

of Fr~nJ is either noncompact or closed, and 8F is 

contained in F 0 • 

component of F. 

Note that F 0 contains each annulus 

Put n<0>=0. Since F is properly embedded in W, we 

may assume that Fnw 0 is contained in int<F 0 >. 

n<1>>0 so that F 0 cint<Wn<t>>. 

Choose 

Suppose that, for k~l, nC0>< ••• <n<k> have been 

chosen. We may assume that 

Choose n<k+l>>n<k> so that 

CII.2.2> 

Note that by choice of exhausting sequence {Fn} and 

12 



<11.2.2> any compact component ofF meets Fr<Wn<k>> for 

at most one value of k. 

Let p be a positive even integer. We construct an 

isotopy of W that is fixed off int<W[n(p+l>~n<p-l>J>. 

Suppose that J is a simple closed curve component of 

FnFr<Wn<p>> which is contractible on either For 

Since both F and Fr<Wn<p>> are 

incompressible in w~ we may assume that there is a disk 

D in F with 80=J and DnFr<Wn<p>>=aD. Since Fr<Wn(p)> is 

incompressible in W, there is a disk 0' in Fr<Wn<p>> 

with 80' =80. Since W is irreducible~ there is a 3-cell 

B in W with 8B=DLD'. We can use B to isotop F and reduce 

#(FnFr<Wn(p)>>. To show that this isotopy is fixed off 

of the set int(W[n(p+t>,n<p-l>J>~ it suffices to show 

that Bc:int <Wrn<p+l> ~ n<p-1 > l >. Since Fr(W[n(p+l>~n<p-l)J 

is incompressible in w~ it suffices to show that the set 

DnFr<W[n(p+l>,n<p-1)]) is empty. 

To get a contradiction, suppose that the set 

DnFr <Wn ( p-l > ) ¢0. 

since 80cFr<Wn<p>>cF-Fp-s' D must contain a component L 

of 8Fp-s· Since L is noncontractible in D, this is 

absurd. That DnFr<Wn<p+s>>=0 may be proved similarly. 

Note that this isotopy preserves <11.2.1> and 

<11.2.2>. Therefore~ we may repeat this process at most 
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*<FnFr<Wn<p>>> times until each component of FnFr<Wn(p)> 

is noncontractible in both F and Fr<Wn<p>>. 

We may similarly construct an isotopy of W fixed 

off int<Wn< 1 >> so that each component of FnFr<Wn< 0 >> is 

noncontractible on both F and Fr<Wn<0 >>. 

Since these isotopies are "pairwise disjoint," we 

have constructed an isotopy of F in W so that 

<II. 2. 3) for ~ p each component of FnFr<Wn(p) > is 

nontrival in both F and Fr<Wn<p>>, 

and so that <11.2.1> and <11.2.2> hold. 

For even p~0, let Hp:Wxi-~W be an isotopy with 

Hp<x,0>=x which is fixed off int<W[n(p+2>,n<p>l> and 

such that 

<I I. 2. 4} *<Hp<F,1>n<UCFr<Wi> Jn<p> <i<n<p+l)J-)) 

is minimal. We claim that each componer.t of 

To get a contradiction, 

suppose that there is a disk D in F with DnFr<Wi>=a.D for 

some n<p> <i<n<p+1>. Then there is a disk D' in Fr<Wi> 

with aD' =aD. As before, it suffices to show that 

14 



DnFr<W[n(p+2>,n<p>l> is empty to show that we can reduce 

<II.2.4) by an isotopy ~iMed o~ int(W[n(p+2>,n<p>l>. By 

<II.2.3> we are done. 

By piecing together these isotopies, we are done.l 

lemma I I. 3. Let W be a connected, orientable, 

noncompact 3-mani~old which is irreducible and 

end-irreducible. Let T be a (possibly empty) compact 

2-mani~old in aw. Suppose that <Wn} is an eMhausting 

sequence ~or W such that ~or nl0 

<1) Tci nt <W 0 >; 

<2> Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W; 

<3> Wn is connected. 

Suppose that F is a 2-mani~old in W with aF~ which 

is strongly essential in <W,T>. Also suppose that each 

component o~ F is homeomorphic to S 1 MI, S 1 MS 1 , S 1 M[0,m>, 

or S 1 MIR. Then F is ambient isotopic to a 2-mani~old F' 

such that ~or nl0 each component o~ F'~n is an annulus 

or torus. Furthermore, each annulus component o~ F'~n 

is essential in <AWn,Fr<AWn>>. 

Proo~: 

By lemma II.2, we may assume that ~or nl0 F is 

transverse to Fr<Wn> and each component o~ FnFr<Wn> is 

noncontractible on both F and Fr<Wn>· There~ore each 
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component of F~n is either an annulus or a torus. 

Let <Fn~ be an exhausting sequence for F such that 

for n~0 8Fcint<Fn> 7 each component of Fn is either a 

torus or an annulus whose core is noncontractible on F, 

each component of F[~nl is noncompact or closed, and if 

F' is a component ofF, then F'nFn is connected. 

Put n <0> =0. 

Choose n<1>>n<0> so that F 0 cint<Wn< 1 >> and so that if F' 

is a component ofF with F'nw 0~, then F' cannot be 

isotoped to be disjoint from wn(1)• 

Suppose that, for k~1, a sequence of integers 

n(0) < ••• <n<k> has been chosen. We may assume that 

(I I. 3. 1 > 

Choose n<k+1>>n<k> so that 

<I I. 3. 2) 

Since F is proper only finitely many components of F 

meet Wn<k>' so we may assume 

<I I. 3. 3) ifF' is!!. component ofF with F'nwn<k>¢0, 

then F' cannot be isotoped to be disjoint from 
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Let p be an integer for the form 3k+2 where kl0 is 

an integer. We will construct an isotopy of 

W[n(p+1>,n<p-2>J which is fixed off 

int(W[n(p+1>,n<p-2>J. Suppose that A is an annulus 

component of Fnwn<p> which is parallel in Wn<p> into 

Fr<Wn<p>>. We claim that AnFr<Wn<p-2 >>=0. 

Suppose that AnFr<Wn(p-2>>~0. Let F' be the 

component of F which contains A. 

Then Fp-s is connected. 

8AcFr<Wn(p)>, Fp-s must be contained in int<A>. In 

particular, A is the only component of F'nwn(p) which 

Since A is parallel into Fr<Wn(p)>, F' 

can be isotoped to be disjoint from Wn<p-1 >. 

contradicts <11.3.3>. 

But this 

Let Axl be the product between A and Fr<Wn(p)>• 

Isotop F by pushing along Axl. This reduces 

This isotopy may be made to be fixed 

off int<W[n(p+i>,n<p-2>J> if Axicint(W[n(p+1>,n<p-2>J>. 

This follows since Fr(W[n(p+1>,n<p-2>J> is 

incompressible and disjoint from AUFr<Wn<p>>· This 

isotopy preserves <II.3.1> and does not introduce any 

components of Fnwn<p> which meet Wn<p- 1 >. 
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Suppose that A is a component of Fnwr~n<p>l which 

is parallel in wr~n<p>l into Fr<Wn(p)>. We claim that 

AnFr<Wn(p+t>>=0. Now aA=AnFr<Wn(p)>cint<Fp> and 

Let F' be the component of F which 

contains A. Then cl<F'-Fp>CA and is compact which 

contradicts that each component of F[~pl must be 

noncompact. So we must conclude that AnFr<Wn<p+t)>=0. 

Let Axi be the product in W[~n(p)J between A and 

Use Axl to isotop F and reduce 

~<FnFr<Wn(p)>>. As before, this isotopy can be made to 

be fixed off int(W[n(p+l>,n<p-2)]). 

By piecing these isotopies together, we may assume 

that if A is an annulus component of 

Fnwrn<3k+5>,n<3k+2>l, then A is essential in 

<Wrn<3k+5>,n<3k+2>J,Fr(W[n(3k+5),n(3k+2)J). And if A is 

an annulus component of Fnwn<a>• then A is essential in 

<Wn<2>•Fr<Wn(2)>>. 

By performing an isotopy fixed off int(W[n(3k+5>, 

n<3k+2>l so that #<Fnrn<Fr<Wi> 13k+2<i<3k+5}J) is minimal 

for k~0 and an isotopy fixed off int<Wn( 2 )> so that 

~<Fn<Fr<Wi> li<n<2>}> is minimal, we are done. I 
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CHAPTER III 

CONSTRUCTING STRONGLY ESSENTIAL 2-MANIFOLDS 

Lemma III.1. Let W be a connected 3-manifold which is 

irreducible and end-irreducible. Let F be a compact 

2-manifold in aw. Let T be a connected 7 closed 

2-manifold that is essential in <W,F>. Then T is 

strongly essential iff there is no proper map 

f:Tx£0,m>-~W such that 

<a> f is an embedding; 

(b) f(Tx0>=T. 

Proof: 

If there is a proper map f:Tx£0,m>-~ that 

satisfies (a) and <b>, then we may construct an isotopy 

to move T off any compact subset of W. 

Now suppose that T is not strongly essential. Let 

{Wn} be an exhausting sequence for W such that Fr<Wn> is 

incompressible in W for n~0, Wn is connected for n~0, 

each component of W[~nJ is noncompact for n~0, and 

We claim that T is parallel to a component 

of Fr<Wn> for each n~0. Assume that n~0. Let Hn:Txi-~ 

be an isotopy of T in W such that Hn<T,0>=T and 

Hn <T, 1 > f'loln=0. Then T and Tri are 
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homotopic in W. Since Tcint<W 0 >, TnT~ is empty. 

There~ore, since both T and T~ are incompressible, we 

may apply proposition 5.4 o~ [15J to obtain that T and 

T~ are parallel in W. Let T~xi be a product which is 

properly embedded in W so that Trix0=Tri and T~xl=T. 

Since TCWn and Trinwn is empty, there is a component Tn 

o~ Fr<Wn> which is contained in Trixl. Since Tn is 

incompressible in Trixl, there is a product Qn o~ Trixi 

such that Fr<Gn>=TUTn. 

We claim that T separates W. To get a 

contradiction, suppose that there is a simple closed 

curve J in V which meets T in precisely one point. 

Since T can be isotoped off of any compact subset of W, 

T must have an intersection number of zero with J which 
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is a contradiction. Let V be a closure of the component 

of W-T which contains infinitely many of the Tn. There 

is a sequence of integers n<0> <n<l> < ••• such that Qn<k> 

is contained in V for k~0. 

Fr(Qn(k+l>) are incompressible in W, we may apply lemma 

11.7.1 o~ [7J to see that 

<cl(Qn<k+l>-Qn<k>>,Fr<cl<Gn<k+l>-Qn<k>>> 

is homeomorphic as a pair to Tx[k+l,k+2l for k~0. Let 

h:Qn(0)-~Tx[0,1J be a homeomorphism. Observe the h may 

be extended a level at a time to to a homeomorphism from 



V to Txt0, m>. Therefore, we are done.l 

Lemma I I I. 2. Let W be a 3-manifold. Suppose that F is 

incompressible in W. If h:Fxi-~W if a continuous 

function such that h1Fx0 is an embedding, then 

h*:n 1 <Fxi>-~n 1 <W> is monic. 

Proof: 

Let i:Fx0-~xi and k:F-~ be inclusion maps. Then 

k <h 1Fx0> =hi. Since i* is an 

isomorphism, 

<I I I. 2. 1) 

factors of the right hand side of the equal sign in 

<III.2.1) are monic, h* is monic.l 

Lemma III.3. Let W be a connected, irreducible, 

noncompact, end-irreducible 3~manifold. Let T be a 
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compact 2-manifold in aw. Let F be an embedding of S 1 xR 

which is proper and essential in W. Then F is strongly 

essential in <W,T> iff there is no proper map 

f:Fxt0,m>-~ such that 

(a) f is an embedding; 

(b) f(Fx0>=F. 

Proof: 

Suppose that there is a proper map f which satifies 



<a> and (b). Define hn:Fxl-~ by hn<x,t>=f<x,nt>. 
22 

Then 

hn is a proper isotopy for n~l. Furthermore, since f is 

proper, hn<Fxl> misses any fixed compact set for n>>0. 

Suppose that F is not strongly essential. Then for 

any compact subset C of W there is an isotopy hc:Wxi-~W 

such that hc<Fx0>=F and hc<Fxl> does not intersect C. 

By lemma 11.2, we may assume that there is an exhausting 

sequence {Wn} for W such that Fr<Wn> is incompressible 

in W and FnFr<Wn> consists of simple closed curves that 

are noncontractible on both F and Fr<Wn> for n~0. 

We claim that F separates W. To get a contra-

diction, suppose that there is a simple closed curve J 

in W which meets F at precisely one point. This implies 

that F has a Z~ intersection number of one with J. By 

hypothesis we may perform an isotopy of F so that F no 

longer intersects J. This implies that F has a Z~ 

intersection number of zero with J. We have, therefore, 

produced a contradiction. 

Let W' and W" be the closures of the components of 

W-F. 

exhaust W' and W", respectively. Since FnFr<Wn> 

consists of curves which are noncontractible in both F 

and Fr<Wn> and since Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W, 

Fr<w;..> and Fr<w;;> are incompressible in W' and W", 



respectively. Therefore, W' and W" are both 

end-irreducible. Since W' and W" are each connected, 

for each n~0 we may choose a component Vri of Wri and a 

component V~ of W~ such that <Vri} exhausts W' and {V~} 

exhausts W". 

Fix n~0. There is an isoto'py h:Wxi-~ such that 

h<Fx0>=F and h<Fxl>rwn is empty. Let A be a compact 

connected 2-manifold in F such that Axi contains 

h- 1 <Wn>· Let N be a regular neighborhood of h<Axi>. By 

the Isotopy Extension Theorem (see 4.24 of [12l>, there 

is an isotopy g:Wxi-~W such that g<w,t>=w for w in 

cl<W-N> and t in I and giAxi=hiAxi. Choose m>n so that 
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Ncint<Wm>· Let T be the component of Fnwm which contains 

A. Then g<Txi>CWm and g<BTxi>=BT. Let T 0 =g<Tx0>=T and 

let T 1 be a 2-manifold that is parallel in Wm to g<Txl> 

such that aT 1=9T 0 and T 0 nT 1 consists of pairwise 

disjoint simple closed curves. Now isotop T 1 in 

Wm-<V~UV~> with 9T 1 fixed so that #(T 0 nT 1 > is minimal. 

By proposition 5.4 of [15l, there is a surface 8 

contained in T 0 and an embedding Gxi-~Wm such that 8x0 

is contained in T 0 and <aGxi>U<Gxl> is contained in T 1 • 

We claim that we may assume that Gxi contains 

either Vri or V~. First suppose that 
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Since 

Vri and V~ meet T 0 on opposite sides, one o~ Vri or V~ 

must be contained in Gxl. Now suppose that 

I~ neither Vri nor V~ is contained 

in Gxl, we may isotop T 1 in Wm and reduce #(T 0 nT 1 >. 

Let Vn=Gxi. By taking a subsequence, we may assume 

that <Vn} exhausts V, where V is one o~ W' or W". 

<Vn+t,Vn> is homeomorphic as a pair to 

<<Vn+ 1 nF>xr0,n+2l, <VnnF>xr0,n+ll> 

Since 

~or n~0, it ~ollows that Vis homeomorphic to Fx[0,m>.l 

Lemma 111.4. Suppose that W is a noncompact 3-mani~old 

which has an exhausting sequence <Wn}. Let T be a 

compact 2-mani~old in aw. Suppose that F is a connected 

2-mani~old which is properly embedded in W, and suppose 

that ~or each nl0, Fnown consists o~ a collection o~ 

pairwise disjoint annuli that are properly embedded in 

Then 

i~ F is compact and 8F is nonempty, then F is 

an annulus; 

(b) i~ F is closed, then F is a torus or a Klein 

bottle; 
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<c> if F is noncompact and 8F is nonempty, then F 

is homeomorphic to S 1 x[0,oo>; 

(d) if F is open, then F is homeomorphic to S 1x~ 

In cases <a>, <c>, and (d), F is incompressible. 

Furthermore, if W is orientable and irreducible, if 

each annulus of F~n is essential in <~n,Fr<~n>> for 

n~0, and if Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W for n~0, then 

F is strongly essential in <W,T>. 

Proof: 

Suppose that A and A' are components of F~n and 

Fn~m' respectively, where n and m are not necessarily 

distinct, but A and A' are distinct. Let us assume that 

n~; then AnA' is either empty or consists of the 

boundary components that A and A' have in common. 

= UhOh' where for each integer n~0 Oh is the set of 

components of F~n• 

Let 0 

It is easy to prove parts (a)-(d) of the conclu-

sion. 

Observe that in cases <a>, <c>, and (d), any 

oriented component of U<BR:A~} represents a generator 

of n 1 <F>. 

We will first show that F is incompressible in W. 

Suppose that D is a disk in W with DnF=BD. In cases 

<a>, <c>, and <d>, ao is either contractible in F or is 

isotopic in F to a generator of n 1 <F>; in these cases, 
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We may suppose 

that D is transverse to Fr<Wn> for n~0 and that 

•<Dn<YnFr<Wn>>> has the fewest components of any disk D 

which satisfies the above. 

minimal and Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W for all n, we 

may deduce that Dn<YnFr<Wn>> contains no simple closed 

curves. So in cases <a>, <c>, and (d) we are done. 

Now we a.ssume that for each n~0 each component of 

We will now 

endeavor to show that Dn<YnFr<Wn>> contains no arcs. 

Suppose that a is an arc of Dn<YnFr<Wn>>. Without 

loss of generality, we may assume that a is an arc of 

DnFr<Wn> for some fixed n and that there is an arc ~ in 

8D and a disk D' in D such that an~=8a=8~, 8D'=aU~, and 

By choice of cr, the arc 13 

must be properly embedded in a component A of dWm where 

m is either n or n+l. We claim that if ~ is a 

separating arc of A, then it is possible to reduce 

•<Dn<l.JkFr<Wk»>. Suppose that D" is the disk separated 

off of A by 13. Then we can use D" to push ~ through 

Fr<Wn>. This removes arcs from Dn<~Fr<Wk>> but perhaps 

introduces simple closed curves which can be removed. 

So we may assume that 13 is a spanning arc of A. 
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There is an embedded product D'x[-1,1] in ~m such that 

8D'x[-1,1l =<D'xC-l,lJ>n<AUFr<Wn>> and D'x0=D'; we may 

assume that N=<D'x[-1,1J)nA is a regular neighborhood of 

J3 in A. Let E be equal to cl(A-N>. Then E is a disk 

and EU<D'x9C-1,1J) is a disk in ~m whose boundary is 

contained in Fr<Wn>· Since Fr<Wn> is incompressible in 

W, there is a disk E' in Fr(Wn> that shares its boundary 

with EU<D'x9C-1,1J>. So E'UEU<D'x9C-1,1J) is a 2-sphere 

which must, since W is irreducible, bound a 3-cell B in 

W. Since Fr<~m> is incompressible in W, B must be 

contained in ~m• 

We claim that (D'xC-1,1J>f13=<D'x[-1,1l>f'l01B. 

Otherwise, D'x[-1,1JC8 which implies that A is contained 

in B; this contradicts that A is incompressible in ~m• 

Hence, note that BU<D'xC-1,1]) is either a solid torus 

or a solid klein bottle since Bn<D'xC-1,1J> can be shown 

to be equal to D'x9C-1,1l. But BU<D'xC-1,1]) must be a 

solid torus since W is orientable. This solid torus is 

a product with A at one end since D' is a &-compressing 

disk for A. Consequently A is not essential in 

<~m,Fr<~m>> and that is a contradiction. So we may 

assume that D is contained in ~m for some m. Thus 8D 

bounds a disk in F~m since each component of F~m is 

incompressible. 

Suppose that F is parallel to a surface in T. Then 
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there is an embedding ~:F-~W such that ~<Fx0>=F and 

~<Fxt> is contained in aw. Then S 

is incompressible and properly embedded in Fxl. Since 

f(Fxt> does not intersect UhFr<Wn>, each component o~ S 

is parallel in Fxl to a sur~ace in Fx0. 

component o~ S that is innermost in Fxl. 

Let S' be a 

Then there is 

an embedding g:S'xl-~xi such that g<S'x0>=S' and 

g[(S'x9I>U<S'xl>l is contained in Fx0. So rg<S'x0> is 

contained in Fr<Wn> ~or some nand ~g[(S'x9I>U<S'x1>l is 

a component o~ F~m ~or m=n or n+l. Now rg<S'xi> must 

be contained in ~m and so ~g[(S'x9I>U<S'x1)l is not 

essential in <~m,Fr<~m>> which is a contradiction. 

I~ there is no proper embedding ~:Fxr0,m>-~W with 

~<Fx0>=F, then we are done by lemma 111.3. To get a 

contradiction, suppose that Fxr0,m> is proper in W with 

Fx0=F. Choose n so that Fr<Wn>nF is nonempty. Then 

Fr<Wn>n<Fx[0,m>> is a compact incompressible 2-mani~old 

that is properly embedded in Fx[0,oo). Let S be a 

component o~ Fr<Wn>n<Fx[0,m>>. Then S is annulus which 

is parallel into F. By choosing S innermost in Fx[0,m>, 

we may assume that S is a component of FndWn ~or some n. 

This is a contradiction. I 



CHAPTER IV 

SOME PROPERTIES OF COMPACT 

2-MANIFOLDS 

Lemma IV. 1. Let S be a compact, orientable 2-manifold 

and suppose that J is a simple closed curve that is 

nontrivial in S. Suppose that K 1 , ••• ,Kn is a collection 

of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves which are 

noncontractible in S. If J meets UiKi transversely, if 

Jn<UiKi> is nonempty, and if J can be isotoped to miss 

UiK, then there is a disk DCS such that 8D=aU-, where ~ 

is an arc in J and a is an arc in Ki for some i. 

Proof: 

We may assume that Jfl< 0 ¢0. Since J may be isotoped 

to be disjoint from K 0 , there is a map f:S 1-~S such that 

such that f is is in general position with respect to 

Now f- 1 <K > consists of arcs and simple closed 
0 

curves. Since K0 is nontrivial in S, we may modify f 

off S 1 x8I so that each simple closed curve of f- 1 <K 0 > is 
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noncontractible in S 1xi. 

.... 
Since JnK 0 ¢0, there is an arc component a o~ 

.... .... 
Let D be the disk separated o'f'f S 1 xi by a. Let 

Put ~~(~) and «=~<~>. Then ~ is an arc in 

J since ~IS 1 x0 is an embedding, and a is an arc in K0 

since ~=~<~<S 1x0>>=8~. Now aU~ is contractible ins. 

There~ore aU~ bounds a disk DinS and we are done.l 

Suppose that S is a compact 2-mani'fold and suppose 

that F is a compact 2-mani~old contained in int<S>. We 

say that F is hard in S provided the inclusion induced 

map n 1 <F'>-~n 1 <S> is monic and nontrivial ~or each 

component F' o~ S. <This implies that F' is not a disk 

and that no component o~ cl<S-F'> is a disk.> By 

convention, we will insist that the empty set be hard in 

s. 

Lemma IV.2. Suppose that S is a compact, orientable <not 

necessarily connected> 2-mani~old. Suppose that {6n} is 

a sequence o'f compact 2-mani~olds in S such that 

(b) Bn is hard in S, and 
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(c) if A and A' are components of Gn which are 

annuli, then the core of A is not parallel to a the core 

of A' in S. 

Then there is an N such that Gn is a regular 

neighborhood of GN for all n~N+l. 

Furthermore, if <a> is replaced by 

(a'> Gn+ 1 cint<Gn> for n~l, then there is anN such 

that GN is a regular neighborhood of Gn for all n~N+l. 

Proof: 

Note that 

<IV.2.1a> ~<Gn+ 1 >=~<Gn>+~Ccl<Gn+t-Gn>> and 

CIV.2.1.b> ~<S>=~<Gn>+~Ccl<S-Gn> 

for n~l. By part (b) of the hypothesis 

<IV.2.2a) ~Ccl<Gn+t-Gn>!0 and 

CIV.2.2b> ~<clCCS-Gn>!0 

for n~l. By combining CIV.2.1a,b> with <IV.2.2a,b>, we 

obtain 

C IV. 2. 3a> 

C IV. 2. 3b> 

~<Gn+ 1 >!~<Gn> and 

~<S>!~<Gn> 



Therefore~ for n>>l, ~<Gn> is constant since 

it is bounded below by <IV.2.3b> and nonincreasing by 

<IV.2.3a>. We may deduce from <IV.2.1a> that 

~<cl<Gn+t-Sn>>=0 for n>>l. Since S is compact, no 

component of cl<Sn+t-Gn> is closed for n>>l. By 

condition <b> of the hypothesis and the fact that S is 

orientable, each component of cl<Gn+t-Gn> is an annulus 

for n>>l. By condition <c> of the hypothesis, no 

component of cl<Sn+t-Gn> is a component of Gn+t for 

n>>l. So, for n>>l, Gn+t is a regular neighborhood of 

If we replace condition <a> by <a'> , then 

for n~l. And 

for n~l. This leads to 

for n~l. But by condition (b) Gn contains no disks or 
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2-spheres and since S is orientable 6n contains no 

projective plane. So 

<IV. 2. 7) 

for all n. Therefore, the sequence {~(6n> ln~l} is 

bounded above and nondecreasing and, accordingly, is 

eventually constant. 

before. I 

The rest of the proof follows as 
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Definition IV.3. Suppose that S is a compact, orientable 

2-manifold. Let F and 6 be compact 2-manifolds that are 

hard in S. Suppose that H is a compact 2-manifold such 

that 

(a) H is isotopic in S into F and H is isotopic in 

S into 6; 

(b) if A and A' are distinct components of H and A 

is an annulus, then the core of A is not parallel in S 

to a component of 8A'; 

<c> H is hard in S; 

(d) if J is an noncontratible simple closed curve 

in S that is isotopic by separate isotopies in S into F 

and 6, then J is isotopic in S into H. 

Then we say that H is ~ common lower bound of F and 

6 in S. We abbreviate this by writing H is a clb<F,6;S>. 



If in addition to conditions <a>-<d> H satisfies 

condition 
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<e> if H' is a clb<F,6;S>, then H is isotopic inS 

into H', 

then we say that H is the least common lower bound of F 

and 6 in S. <In lemma IV.6 we will justify our use of 

the definite article in the preciding sentence.> 

last case we write H=lclb<F,6;S>. 

In this 

Lemma IV.4. Let S be a compact orientable 2-manifold. 

Let F and 6 be compact 2-manifolds in S which are hard 

in S. 

in S. 

Then there exists a common lower bound of F and 6 

Proof: 

We may assume that BF is transverse to 86 and that 

:It ( 8Ffl86) is minimal. Let H 0 =FfB. Then H0 is a compact 

2-manifold which satisfies condition <a> of definition 

IV. 3. 

Suppose that J is a simple closed curve that 

satisfies the hypothesis of condition (d) of definition 

IV. 3. We may assume that J is contained in int<F>. Let 

us isotop J in S-BF so that :lt(Jfl86> is minimal. 

We claim that Jfl86 is empty. Suppose that Jna6 is 

nonempty in order to get a contradiction. Then by lemma 

IV.l there is a disk D inS with aD=aU~ where a and ~are 

arcs in J and 86, respectively. We may assume that 



i nt < a:> naG= 121. 
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If DnaF is empty, then we may push along D 

to reduce •<JnaG> by an isotopy of J in S-aF. So we 

must assume that DnaF is nonempty. Since F is hard in 

s, no component of aF is contained in D. So 8Ff18D is 

nonempty. Since JnaF=0, 8Ff18D is contained in ~- Let ¥ 

be a component of aFnD. Then ¥ is an arc with &¥c~. 

There is a disk D' in D with 8D'=¥US, where S is an arc 

in ~- We may use D' to push ¥ through S and reduce 

*<BFnaG> which is a contradiction. So we must conclude 

that JnaG=0. 

So either J is contained in H0 or J is contained in 

int <F-G>. 

<IV.4.1> Let!:!.!!, assume that J is not isotopic inS into 

Since J is isotopic into G, J must be parallel to a 

component K of 86. Let A be an annulus in S with 

CiA=JU<. 

We claim that KnaF=0. To get a contradiction, 

assume that KnaF¢0. Then there is an arc component a: of 

BFnR. Since J is contained in int<F>, a: must be a 

separating arc of A. Let D be the disk separated off A 

by a:. We can isotop along D and reduce *<aFnaG> which 

is a contradiction. 

We claim that A contains a component K' of aF. To 



get a contradiction, suppose that A contains no 

component of 8F. Then since J is contained in F, A is 

contained in F. So K must be contained in F. In fact, 

there must be a regular neighborhood N of K in S which 

is contained in F. Then N is contained in FnB=H 0 • But 

J is isotopic into N and this gives us a contradiction 

of (IV. 4. 1 >. 

We may now draw the conclusion 

UV.4.2> if J is isotopic in S into F and S but is not 
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isotopic ~ H0 , ~ J is parallel in S to ~component 

of 8F and J is parallel in S to ~ component 2f. BG. 

Let ~{[J] lsuch that J is a simple closed curve which 

satisfies the hypothesis of <IV.4.2)}, where [J] denotes 

the isotopy class of J in S. By <IV.4.2> we may choose a 

set ~ such that ~ contains exactly one simple closed 

curve from each isotopy class of ~ and such that if J 

and J' are distinct elements of T, then such that 

JnJ'=0. And if JEJ, then JnH 0 =0. Also note that the 

cardinality of ~. and therefore 7, is at most 

For each JEJ, let NJ be a regular 

neighborhood of J which misses H0 • We may assume that 
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Then by <IV.4.2> H 1 

satisfies (a) and (d). 

By removing the "redundant" annular components of 

H 1 we may obtain an H 2 which satisfies <a>, <b>, and (d) 

of definition IV.3. 

Let T=LKCIC is a component of H2 with n 1 <C>-~n 1 <S> 

trivial}. Put H 3=H 2 -T. Then H 3 satisfies <a>, <b>, and 

(d) and n 1 <C>-~n 1 <S> is nontrivial for each component C 

of H 3 • 

Suppose that C is a component of H 3 where 

Then there is a 

component A of 8C which bounds a disk D in s. Since 

n 1 <C'>-~n 1 <S> is nontrivial for each component C' of H 3 , 

D contains no component C' of H 3 • Since F (respectively 

8) is hard in S, aDCF <respectively aDC:S> implies that 

DcF <respectively DOG>. 

(d) of definition IV.3. 

So H 3 LD satisfies <a>, (b), and 

By adding all such disks to H 3 

to obtain H4 , we see that H4 satisfies <a>, (b), <c>, 

and <d>. I 

Lemma IV.S. Let S be a compact orientable 2-manifold. 

Let F and S be compact 2-manifolds in S which are hard 

in s. Suppose that H and H' are common lower bounds for 
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F and G in S. Then a common lower bound of H and H' in 

S is a common lower bound for F and G in S. 

Proof: 

Let H" be a clb<F,G;S>. Suppose that J is a 

noncontracible simple closed curve that is isotopic in S 

into F and G. So J is isotopic inS into Hand H'. 

Therefore J is isotopic into H".l 

Lemma IV.6. 

2-manifold. 

Suppose that S is a compact, orientable 

Suppose that F and G are compact 

2-manifolds which are hard in S. Then there is a 

2-manifold H which is a least common lower bound for F 

and G in S. Furthermore H is unique up to an ambient 

isotopy of S, i.e. H=lclb<F,G;S>. 

Proof: 

We will apply Zorn's Lemma. 

Let [T 1 J and [T 2 l be the isotopy classes of 

2-manifolds in S. We define the notation ~ by saying 

[T 2J~[T 1 l iff there is a T 1 e[T 1 J and T 2 e[T 2 J such that 

T 1 C:i nt ( T 2 > • 

Suppose that for v!0 Hv is a clb<F,G;S>. And 

Then we may assume that for 

v!0 that Hv+ 1 c:int<Hv>· So by lemma IV.2 there is anN 

such that Hv is a regular neighborhood of HN in S for 

v>N. By Zorn's Lemma, 
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there is an H which is a clb<F,G;S> such that iT H' is a 

clb<F,G;S> and CHllCH'l, then CHJ=[H'l. 

Suppose that H' is a clb<F,G;S> such that iT H" is 

a clb<F,G;S> and CH'llCH"l, then CH'l=CH"l. We claim 

that [H'J=[HJ. Let L be a clbCH,H';S>. Then by lemma 

IV.S, L is a clb<F,G;S>. So CHll[LJ and CH'llCLJ. 

ThereTore [HJ=[Ll=CH'l.l 

DeTinition IV.7. 
~ 

Suppose that p:F-~ is a connected 

2-Told covering, where F is a connected, compact 

~ ~ 

2-maniTold and let T:F-~F be the covering translation. 

Suppose that there is a compact 2-maniTold G contained 

~ ~ 

in F which is hard in F. Suppose H is a compact 

~ 

2-maniTold contained in F such that 

~ 

<a> H is hard in F, 

(b) iT A and A' are distinct components OT H and A 

is an annulus, then the core oT A is not parallel in S 

to a component oT BA', 

~ 

<c> H is isotopic in F into G, 

(d) H=TH, and 

<e> iT J is an noncontractible simple closed curve 

~ ~ 

in F such that JnTJ=0 and JUTJ is isotopic in F into G, 

then J is isotopic into H. 

Then we say that H is a T-invariant lower bound Tor G. 
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We abbreviate this by writing H is an ilb<B;T>. 

Lemma IV. 8. Suppose that p:F-~F is a connected 2-fold 

covering, where F is a connected, compact 2-manifold and 

... 
F is neither a torus nor a klein bottle. 

the covering translation. Suppose that there is a 

... .... 
compact 2-manifold 6 contained in F which is hard in F. 

Then there is a T-invariant lower bound for 6. 

Proof: 

... 
Put H=lclb<B,TG;F>. We claim that His an 

i lb <B; -r>. Condit ions <a>, (b), and <c> follow quickly 

from definition IV.3. Suppose that J is a simple closed 

curve which satisfies the hypothesis of <IV.7<e>>. 

.... ... 
Suppose that L:Fxi-~F is an isotopy of the identity with 

L <JlYrJ, 1 > c:G. Then L<J,l> is contained in 6 and 

'1"L < TM i d > < J, 1> cTG. So J must be isotopic into H • 

... 
It remains for us to isotop H in F so that TH=H • 

.... 
We will first show that TH is isotopic in F to H. Since 

-r<TH> is equal to H, it suffices to show that TH is a 

-clb<B,TG;F> suppose that J is a noncontractible simple 

... 
closed curve which is isotopic in F into 6 and is 

... 
isotopic in F into TG. It suffices to show that J is 

- ... -isotopic in F into TH. There are isotopies K,L:Fxl-~ 
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o~ the identity with K<J,1)C6 and L<J,l)C~. Observe 

that 7K(TXid)(TJ,1>c~ and TL<TXid)(TJ,l>CS. So by TJ 

... 
is isotopic in F into H. 

... ... 
Let Q:Fxi-~ be an isotopy o~ 

the identity with Q(TJ,l)cH. Then "'"G ( TX i d ) ( J, 1 ) CTH • 

... 
That is, J is isotopic in F into TI-l. 

Let P be a riemannian metric for F such that aF is 

... 
smooth and convex and so that Tis an isometry of <F,p>. 

Then a shortest length representative exists for each 

... 
nontrivial element a of n 1 <F>. 

For each component J of 8H, let X<J> be the shortest 

length representative in the free homotopy class of J. 

Then by theorem 2.1 of [5] X<J> is a simple closed curve, 

and by corollary 3.4 of the same source if J and J' are 

components of 8H, then either X<J>=X<J') or X<J>nA<J'>=~ 

Let s=<X<J> IJ is a component of aH>. Since X<J> is 

homotopic to J, TA(J) is homotopic to TJ ~or each 

... 
component J of aH. Since TH is isotopic in F to H, TJ 

is homotopic to some component J' of 8H. So TA(J) is 

... 
homotopic to J'. Since Tis an isometry of <F,p>, TA(J) 

is shortest length. Therefore, TA(J)=X<J'>. So T 

induces a permutation of s. 

If L~ and there are distinct components J and J' 

of 8H with X<J>=X<J'>=L, we say that Lis bad. Let 

~<L~IL is bad>. Note that if L~ and J and J' are 
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distinct components of 8H with A(J)=A(J'>=L, then there 

is an annulus A<L> with aA<L>=JUJ'. 
... 

Since F is neither 

a torus nor a klein bottle, A<L> is the unique such 

annulus. 

By part <b> of definition IV.3, there are exactly 

two components J of 8H with A(J) for each L~ For each 

L~ such that ~nL=0, let NL be a regular neighborhood 

of L such that NLnK=0 for each Kag-{L~ and such that 

NL ffrNL =0. For each L~ such that ~=L, let NL be a 

regular neighborhood of L such that NLnK=0 for Kag-<L~ 

By being careful, we may assume that 

For each Le(B, let A' (L) and A" <L> be distinct 

components of aNL. Let Q3'={A' <L> IL~~ and let 

...... 
Q3"=< A" <L> IL~~- Let $=<S-Q3> U8' UB". Let e be the set of 

components of aH. Then there is a one-to-one 

...... 
correspondence ~:e-~S such that ~<J>=A<J> whenever 

A(J)ag-Q3 and such that ~(J) is a unique choice of 

A' (A(J)) and A" (A(J) > when A(J) ~ Observe that ~<J> is 

... ...... 
isotopic in F to J for each J~ Therefore l.S' is 

.... 
isotopic in F to aH • So we may as well assume that 

...... 
8H=l.S'. 

We now claim that H=TH. To get an contradiction, 

suppose that H0 is a component of H such that TH 0 is not 
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a component of H. Since aH=T8H=97H7 7H 0 contains no 

component of H. Therefore, 7H 0 must be a component of 

~ 

cl<F-H>. Since 7H is isotopic to H and since no annulus 

component A of H has its core parallel to a component of 

a<H-A>, there exists an annulus component H 1 of H such 

that H 1 and 7H 0 share at least one boundary component. 

~ 

Since F is not a torus or a klein bottle, H 1 and 7H 0 

share at most one boundary component. But this 

contradicts <IV.3<b>>. This ends our proof.l 



CHAPTER V 

SOME PROPERTIES OF COMPACT 

SEIFERT PAIRS 

Then author9 s main reference on the subject of 

seifert pairs has been [7]. The author9 s view is 

slightly more general since he is interested in 

noncompact manifolds. However, we will not apply the 

noncompact case until chapter VI. We shall attempt to 

mimic the notation and terminology found in [7]. 

Let M be a 3-manifold and let F be a compact 

2-manifold in 8M. We say that <M,F> is a 3-manifold 

pair. In the case that M is compact, we say that <M,F> 

is a compact 3-manifold pair. When M is irreducible and 

F is incompressible in M, we say that <M,F> is an 

irreducible 3-manifold pair. 

Let X be a connected 1-manifold. 

Suppose that X is not homeomorphic to S 1 • A 

3-manifold pair <S,~> is said to be an X-pair if there 

exists a homeomorphism h of S onto the total space of an 

X-bundle over a 2-manifold with compact components such 

that h<~> is the associated aX-bundle. <This differs from 

44 
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[7J which considers only the case X=I.> 

We say that <S,~> is an S 1-pair if there is a 

homeomorphism h of S onto the total space of a <not 

necessarily compact> Seifert fibered space such that 

h(~) is a saturated subset of h<S>. <This differs from 

[7J where <S,!Y> is required to be compact.> 

A 3-manifold pair <3,!1> is said to be a Seifert pair 

if for each component <~,T) of <3,!1> there is a connected 

!-manifold X such that <~,T) is an X-pair. 

Let X be a connected !-manifold. We say that the 

3-manifold pair <3,!1> is an X-shell provided <3,!1> is 

If <W,T> and <V,S> are 3-manifold pairs with WCV 

and TC:S, then we may write <W, T> c<V, S> to faci 1 i tate 

exposit ion. 

Let <W,T> be a 3-manifold pair. Suppose that <V,S> 

A 

is a 3-manifold pair contained in <W,T> • Let U=cl <W-V> 

..... 
and let R=cl(8W-S>. Put <U.,R>=LK<u,r) t<u,r> is a 

""" ..... component of <U,R> and r is contained in T}. Then we 

say that <U,R> is the complementary pair to <V.,S> in 

<W, T>. 

Let <M,F> be a 3-manifold pair such that M is proper 

in W and Fr<M> meets aw transversely. We say that <M,F> 

is well-embedded in W provided Fr<M> is incompressible in 

W and Mnaw=F. 



Let <W,T> be a 3-manifold pair. Let (~§) be a 

Seifert pair contained in <W, T> and let <A,~> be 

the complementary pair to (~§) in <W,T>. We say that 

<~~) is perfectly embedded in <W,T> provided 

( i) < ~ Ji) is well-embedded in W; 
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(ii) each component of Fr<E> is essential in <W,T>; 

(iii) if <~,~) is a component of (~§) which is an 

X-shell for X which is homeomorphic to either I or S 1 , 

then there is no component <A, 't') of <A,~) which is 

homeomorphic to <~,~> and meets both <~,~> and 

u:-~, ._.~>. 

Suppose that <M,F> is a compact, irreducible 

3-manifold pair. In [7] it is proved that there 

exists a a compact seifert pair <G,H> which is perfectly 

embedded in <M,F> and is such that if A is a compact 

2-manifold each component of which is an annulus or a 

torus and if A is essential in <M,F>, then A is isotopic 

in <M,F> into <G,H>. If <G,H> is "maximal" with respect 

to the above properties, it is unique up to ambient 

isotopy, and it is called the characteristic pair of 

<M,F>; in this case, we will write char<M,F>=<G,H> in 

the sequel. 
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Lemma ~- Let F be a connected9 compact 9 orientable 

2-manifold. Consider Fxl. Suppose that for i=0,1 Ti is 

a compact 2-manifold that is hard in Fxi. Let p:Fxl-~ 

be the natural projection. If A is an annulus which is 

essential in CF>ei 9 Fx9I> and aA is isotopic in CFxi,FxBI> 

into T 0 UT 19 then A is isotopic in CFxi,Fx9I> into 

Proof: 

Since A is essential in <Fxl 9 Fx9I>, by lemma 1.1 we 

may assume that there is a simple closed curve J 

contained in F with A=Jxl. Since 8A is isotopic into 

T 0 UT 1 , J>ei is isotopic in Fxi into Ti for i=0,1. 

Consequently, J is isotopic in F into 

lclb<p<T 0 >9 pCT 1 >;F>. This implies that A is isotopic into 

Lemma V.2. Let F be a compact 2-manifold, let M be a 

... 
twisted 1-bundle over F, and let F be the associated 

91-bundle. Let p:M-~F be the natural projection and let 

... 
T be the covering translation associated with piF • 

... 
Suppose that F is orientable and is not a 2-sphere, a 

disk, or a torus. Suppose that G is a compact 2-manifold 

- ... in F that is hard in F. Let H=i lb CG; T). If A is an 
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... 

annulus which is essential in CM,F> and 8A is isotopic 

... -in F into G, then A is isotopic in CM,F> to a saturated 

Proof: 

... 
Since A is essential in CM,F>, we may, by lemma 1.1, 

assume that A is saturated with respect to p. Say that J 

...... 
is a component of aA. Then aA=JUTJ, where T:F-~F is the 

... 
covering translation associated to piF. Then JnTJ=0 and 

... 
JUTJ is isotopic in F to noncontractible simple closed 

-curves in G. So we may assume that J is isotopic in F 

into H. 

We will first assume that JnH is empty. Then TJnH 

will be empty since H is equal to TH. By lemma 2.4 of 

... ... ... 
[2J there is an annulus Bin cl<F-H> such that 8B=JUK, 

where K is a component of 8H. We claim that it can be 

- ... assumed that BnTB is empty. Since TJn<HUJ> is empty, 

... 
then either TJ is contained in int<B> or TJ is contained 

- -in F- CHLB>. 

-Let us first assume that TJ is contained in int<B>. 

- - -Then there is an annulus B' in B-J such that 8B'=TJUK. 

- - - -Observe that 8CTB'>=JUTK. Say TK=K. Then TB'=B or F is 

- ... -a torus or F is a klein bottle since 8TB'=8B. So by 

- - - "' hypothesis TB'=B. But then B'=TB which implies that 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

7BC8, and leads us to the contradiction that B=7B=B'. 

Now say that TK~. Since H is invariant under T, TK 

is a component of 8H. Therefore, TK is not contained in 

~ ~ ~ 

int<B'>, and 79' is contained in cl<F-H>. So either 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

B'cint<7B'> or TB'nB' is empty. Note that B'cint<TB'> 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

implies TB'CTint<TB')Cint<B')Cint<TB'> which is a 

~ ~ 

contradiction. So TB'nB' is empty. So in this case <by 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

taking B=B') we may assume that BnTB is empty. 

~ ~ 

Let us now assume that TJ is contained in F-<HUB>. 

~ ~ 

Then there is an annulus T8 in cl<F-H> such that 

~ ~ 

8B'=TJU~, and TK is a component of 8H. If B is 

~ 

contained in int<TB>, then we reach a contradiction as 

~ ~ 

in the case above. So we may assume that 7BnB is empty. 

~ ~ ~ 

Let B=p<B>. Since BnTB is empty, B is an annulus, 

and p- 1 <B> is homeomorphic to Bxi. Therefore, we may 

use p- 1 <B> to perform an isotopy of M which takes A to a 

saturated annulus of p- 1 p<H>. 

Now let us assume that JnH is not empty. It can be 

assumed that J meets 8H transversally. Since J is 

isotopic to a curve in int<H>, by lemma VI.l there is a 

disk D such that aD=aU~, where a is an arc in 8H and ~ 

is an arc in J. We may assume that int<D>n<JUaH> is 

empty. We claim that aona<TD> is empty. Note that Ta 

is contained in aH and that T~ is contained in TJ. So 
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To get a contradiction~ suppose that anTa is not empty. 

Note that D is contained in H iff TD is contained in H. 

Since T~ is connected and 

this implies that T~ is contained in D-~ and this 

... 
implies that either TD is contain.ed D-a or F is a 

2-sphere. 
...... 

Since 6 is hard in F~ F is not a 2-sphere. 

So TD is contained in D-~ Therefore T has a fixed 

point by the Brouwer fixed point theorem which is a 

contradiction. So cxflTa is empty~ and therefore Ci1Df18( TD> 

is empty. 

Since Ci1Dn9<TD> is empty~ there are only three 

... 
possibilities: one of D and TD contains the other~ F is 

homeomorphic to S~~ or DnT.D is empty. The first would 

imply that T has a fixed point which is a contradiction. 

The second possibility contradicts the fact that 6 is 

... 
hard in F. So DnT.D is empty. Therefore p<D> is a disk, 

and p- 1 p<D> is homeomorphic to Dxi. We can therefore 

use p- 1 p<D> to isotop A in M to a saturated annulus 

which meets p- 1 p<aH> in fewer components. Thus we can 

assume that JnaH is empty and we have reduced to the 

previous case. I 
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Lemma~- Suppose that M is a an irreducible 

3-manifold. Suppose that N is a connected 3-manifold 

such that each component of 8N is a torus. Suppose that 

N is contained in M in such a way that NnaM is a compact 

2-manifold that is incompressible in M and Fr<N> meets 

8M transversely. Let V be a regular neighborhood in N 

of some components of NnaM. If Fr<N> is incompressible 

in M, then either Fr<cl(N-V>> is incompressible in M or 

cl<N-V> is a solid torus. 

Proof: 

Let N' =cl <N-V>. Suppose that there is a component 

F of Fr<N'> which is compressible in M. Then there is a 

disk D in M such that DnF=aD and 8D is noncontractible 

in F. We may assume that DnFr<N'> is contained in F. 

Hence either Dis contained in cl(M-N'> or Dis 

contained in N'. 

To get a contradiction, suppose that D is contained 

in cl<M-N'>. Let A=VnFr<N>. Then A is a disjoint union 

of annuli that are incompressible in cl<M-N'>. We may 

assume that D meets A transversally and that #(DnA> is 

minimal. 

Suppose that #<DnA>~. Let a be a component of 

DnA. Since A is incompressible and since #<DnA> is 

minimal, a is not a simple closed curve. So a must be 
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an arc. Since 9.0 is contained in F, a must be a 

separating arc for a component A0 of A. Let E be the 

unique disk separated off A0 by a. We may assume that 

there is a disk D' in D such that D' f'R=a. Let -=D' rF and 

let 't=ErF. Since *<Df'R> is minimal, the simple closed 

curve ~U¥ is noncontractible in F. But by pushing D'UE 

off A0 , we obtain a disk which contradicts the 

minimality of D. Therefore we may assume that •<Df'R>=0. 

So either D is contained in V or D is contained in 

cl <M-N>. In either case we can use D to construct a 

compressing disk for A which is a contradiction since 

Fr<N> is incompressible. 

We may now assume that D is contained inN'. Since 

each component of 8N is a torus, each component of aN' 

must be a torus, and therefore the component T of 8N' 

which contains F must be a torus. Let U be a regular 

neighborhood of D inN'. Let N"=cl<N'-U> and let S be 

the component of aN'' which meets U. Then S is a 

2-sphere which must bound a 3-cell in M by the 

irreducibility of M. To show that N' is a solid torus, 

it suffices to show that B=N". Suppose that B;&N'. Then 

U is contained in B. Since Fr<N> is incompressible in 

M, aonv must be nonempty. This implies that V must be 

contained in B as well. But this contradicts the fact 

that the map n 1 <V'>-~n 1 <M> is nontrivial for each 
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component V' or V. So B=N" and thererore N' is a solid 

torus. • 

Lemma V. 4. Suppose that <M,F> is an irreducible, 

compact 3-manirold pair such that F contains no tori and 

suppose that <N,G>=char<M,F> is the characteristic pair 

or <M,F>. Suppose that R is a compact 2-manirold that is 

hard in F. Then there is a Seirert pair 

<a,H>=char<M,F;R> such that 

<a> <a,H> is contained in <N,G>; 

(b) H is isotopic into R; 

<c> iT A is an annulus or a torus which is 

essential in <M,F> and aA is isotopic into R, then A is 

isotopic in <M,F> into (Q,H>; 

<d> no component (Q',H'> or (Q,H) which is 

homeomorphic as a pair to <S 1xixi,S 1 xix9I> is isotopic 

in <M,F> into a component or (Q-Q',H-H'>; 

(e) (Q,H) is well-embedded in <M,F>; 

<r> each component or Fr<Q> is essential in <M,F>. 

Proor: 

Let <N',G'> be a component or <N,G>. 

rollowing set or operations on <N',G'>. 

Consider the 

<V. 4. 1) Suppose that <N', 6' > contains 02 

2-manirold A satisrying the hypothesis or part <c> rrom 

above. Replace <N',G'> by the empty pair. 



<V. 4. 2> 
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Suppose that <N',G'> is 2n S 1-pair and is 

not covered~ <V.4.1>. Let V be a fibered regular 

neighborhood of the components of G' which are not 

isotopic into R. Since no component of F is a torus, V 

is a disjoint union of a finite number of solid tori. 

Put <N",G"> equal to <cl<N'-V>,G'~l<N'-V>> and replace 

<N',G'> by <N",G">. Note that if A is a compact 

2-manifold that satisfies the hypothesis of part (c) and 

is contained in <N',G'>, then A is isotopic into <N",G"> 

since V can be isotoped small enough to miss A after aA 

has been isotoped into R. 

Suppose that K is a component of Fr<N">. Then by 

lemma V.3 either K is incompressible or <N",G"> is 

homeomorphic as a pair to <S 1xD~,e>. Therefore, we may 

apply <V.4.1> and assume K must be incompressible. It 

is not difficult to see that K must also be essential in 

<M,F> since otherwise some component of Fr<N'> would be 

forced to be parallel into F and that would contradict 

the fact that <N,G> is perfectly embedded in <M,F>. 

<V.4.3) Suppose that <N',G'> is a product !.-pair 

which is not considered ~ any previous ~- We make 

the identification <N',G'>=<Xxi,Xx&I> where X is a 

compact, connected 2-manifold. Let p:Xxi-~X be the 

natural projection. Put G~=lclb<Xx0,R;F> and put 
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G~=lclb<Xxl,R;F>. Let N"=lclb<p<G;>,p<G~>;X>xi and let 

G"=N"rF". Replace <N',G'> by <N",G''>. Note that if A is 

a compact a-manifold that satisfies the hypothesis of 

paY't (c) and is contained in <N',G'>, then by lemma V.l 

<A,aA> is isotopic in <M,F> into <N",G">. 

Suppose that K is a component of FY'(N">. Then K is 

isotopic to a veY'ticle annulus in Xxi. So K is 

incompY'essible in Xxi and theY'efoY'e in M. It follows 

similaY'ly that K is essential in <M,F>. 

<V.4.4> Suppose that <N',G'> is~ twisted 1-paiY' 

..... 
that is coveY'ed ~ n2 pY'evious ~- Say that G' is the 

compact connected a-manifold oveY' which N' is an 

A 

I-bundle, p:N'-~' is the natural pY'ojection, and 

T:G'-~' is the coveY'ing tY'anslation of piG'. Let 

G~=lclb<G',R;F> and assume G0 ' to be contained in 6'. 

Let G"=ilb<G~;T). Put N"=p- 1 p<G">. Replace <N'G'> by 

(N",G">. Note that if A is a compact a-manifold that 

satisfies the hypothesis of paY't <c> and is contained in 

<N',G'>, then by lemma v.a <A,aA> is isotopic in <M,F> 

into <N"",G">. 

Suppose that K is a component of FY'<N">. Then K is 

isotopic to a a-manifold which is satuY'ated with Y'espect 

to p. TheY'efoY'e K is incompY'essible in N' and theY'efoY'e 

in M. It follows similaY'ly that K is essential in <M,F>. 
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Let <G,H> be the 3-manifold pair obtained from 

<N,G> by performing the above operations. 

<V. 4. 5) If (Q',H'> is a component of (Q,H> which 

is homeomorphic as a pair to <S 1xixi,S 1 xixBI> and is 

isotopic in <M,F> into (Q-Q',H-H'>, then delete (Q',H'> 

from (Q,H>, but retain the label (Q,H) for the result. 

It is easy to see that (Q,H) still satisfies <a>, <b>, 

and (c). 

It is clear that (Q, H> satisfies (a), (b), <c>, 

(d), (e), and (f) of the conclusion. I 

Lemma V. 5. Let <M,F> be an irreducible, compact 

3-manifold pair. Suppose that (Q,H) is a Seifert pair 

in <M,F> such that 

<1 > (Q, H> is well-embedded in <M, F>; 

<2> no component. of Fr(Q) is parallel into F. 

A A 

Then there is a Seifert pair (Q,H) such that 

A A 

<a> (Q, H> contains (Q, H>; 

.............. 
(b) <Q, H> is well-embedded in <M, F>; 

A 

<c> no component of Fr(Q) is parallel into F; 

<d> the union of the components of (Q,H) which are 

not s 1-pairs is precisely equal to the union of the 

A A 1 
components of (Q,H) which are not S -pairs. 
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A 

(e) if A is an annular component of cl<F-H>, then 

at most one component of aA is contained in an annular 

A 

component of H. 

Proof: 

Suppose that A is a component of cl<F-H> which is 

an annulus. Say that J 0 and J 1 are the simple closed 

curves that are the components of aA. For i=0,1, let 

component of 81-ti. Suppose that the component of Hi that 

contains Ji is an annulus for i=0,1. Let V be a regular 

neighborhood of A in cl<M-Q). Then V is a solid torus 

which meets FrCQ 1 >UFr(Q~) in two annuli for i=0,1. Then 

Q0 UQ 1 UV has a natural Seifert fibering. 

Let K be the component of FrCQ 0 UQ 1 UV> which meets 

v. Then K is either an annulus or a torus. If there is 

a product Kxi such that Kx0=K and <Kxl>U<aKxi> is 

... ... ... 
contained in F, then let Q=Q 0 UQ 1 UVU<Kxi> and let H=QnF 

... ... 
so that (QUQ,HLH> satisfies <a>, (b), <c>, and (d). So 

we may assume that K is not parallel into F. 

If K is an annulus, then K is incompressible in M. 

So we may assume that K is a torus. If K is 

compressible, we may apply lemma V.3 by putting 

N=cl<M-Q) to show that K must bound a solid torus U. 
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.... 

Now U=U 0 UD 1 UVUU admits a natural Seifert fibering. Let 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

H=UrF so that CUUD~HUi> satisfies (a)~ Cb>~ <c>~ and 

Cd>. This process reduces either #CU> or #CclCM-U>. 

By repeating the procedures described above, we 

A A 

eventually obtain a pair <U,H> which satisfies 

conditions <a>-<e>.l 

Lemma V.6. Suppose that <M,F> is an irreducible, 

compact 3-manifold pair such that no component of F is a 

torus. Say that <U,H> is a Seifert pair that is 

well-embedded in <M,F>. Let R be a 2-manifold contained 

in F that is the union of H with a finite set of 

pairwise disjoint annuli none of which meets H and each 

of which is incompressible in M. Then there is a 

A A 

Seifert pair CU,H>=gde<U,H;R> contained in <M,F> such 

that 

A A 

(a) <U,H> is contained in CU,H>; 

(b) the union of components of CU,H> which are not 

5 1-pairs is precisely equal to the union of components 

A A 1 
of <U,H> which are not S -pairs; 

<c> if A is an annulus which is essential in <M,F> 

and contained in CintCU>,intCH>>, and if the isotopy 

class in F of one component J of aA has members which 
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are contained in two dirrerent components or R9 then 

1 A A A A 
there is an S -pair component (Q' 9 H'> or <Q,H> such that 

<A,BA> is isotopic in <M,F> 
A A 

into (Q', H' > ; 

(d) 
A 

no two components or H which are annuli have 

cores which are parallel in F. 

Proor: 

Suppose that there is an annulus A in M which 

satisries the hypothesis or <c>, but there is no S 1-pair 

component (Q',H'> such that <A9 8A) is isotopic in <M9 F) 

into (Q',H'>. Let (Q",H"> be the component or (Q9 H) 

which contains A. Since a component or 8A is isotopic in 

F into two dirrerent components or R9 proposition 5.4 or 

[15] gives us that A must be parallel in Q" to a 

'\r ... 

component or Fr (Q" >. Let (Q9 H> be a 3-manirold pair 

embedded in <M-Q9 F-H> which is homeomorphic as a pair to 

<S 1 xixi,S 1 xix8I> in such a way that S 1 xlx0 is parallel in 

... '\r 

M to A. Note that (QUQ9 HUH> satisries <a> and (b). 

Since this process need be done at most once Tor each 

component or Fr(Q) arter a rinite number or repetitions 

A A 

or this process, we obtain a pair (Q,H) which satisries 

A A 

(a)-(c). By applying lemma V.S we may assume that (Q,H) 

also satisries <d>.l 



CHAPTER VI 

ENGULFING NONCOMPACT 2-MANIFOLDS 

OF ZERO EULER CHARACTERISTIC 

Let W be a noncompact, orientable, irreducible 

3-manifold with a compact 2-manifold T contained in aw 

which is incompressible in W. We say that the 

exhausting sequence <Wn} for W is good with respect to 

CW,T> provided 

(1) Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W for nl0, 

<2> no component of Fr<Wn> is a torus, a 2-sphere, 

or a disk for nl0, and 

(3) T<=int <W 0 >. 

If there is an exhausting sequence for W which is 

good with respect to <W,T>, we say that <W,T> is good. 

Observe that if <W,T> is a good 3-manifold pair, then W 

is end-irreducible. 

We will follow the convention that Fr<W_ 1 >=T and 

that Fr<CW 0 >=TUFr<W 0 >. 

Lemma VI.l. Let W be a noncompact, orientable, 
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irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 2-manifold 

contained in BW which is incompressible in w. Suppose 

that <W,T> is good with good exhausting sequence <Wn} 

for W. Suppose that <Gnln!0} is a set of 2-manifolds 

ordered by the nonnegative integers such that Gn is 

compact, hard in Fr<~n> for nl0, and contained in Hn 

set of Seifert pairs P<Gnlnl0}=<<Mn,Fn> lnl0} such that 

for nl0 

<a> <Mn,Fn> is well embedded in <.OWn,Fr<~n»; 

(b) each component of Fr<Mn> is essential in 

<d> if A is an annulus or a torus and is essential 

for nll or n=0, respectively, then A is 

Proof: 

Now put 



<M 0 , F 0 > =char< .OW 0 , Fr ( .OW 0 >; R0 >. 

By lemma V.4, <Mn,Fn> satisfies conditions <a>-<e> of 

the conclusion for n~0.1 

Lemma VI. 2. Let W be a noncompact, orientable, 
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irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 2-manifold 

contained in aw which is incompressible in w. Suppose 

that <W,T> is good with good exhausting sequence <Wn}• 

Say that <<Mn,Fn> ln~0} is a set of Seifert pairs ordered 

by the nonnegative integers such that for n~0 

<1> <Mn,Fn> is well embedded in <.OWn,Fr<.OWn>>; 

<2> each component of Fr<Mn> is essential in 

<.OWn,Fr<.OWn>>; 

(3) the union of the components of FnnFr<Wn> which 

are not annuli is isotopic in Fr<Wn> to the union of 

components of Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn> which are not annuli. 

Then there there is a set ¥<<Mn,Fn> ln~0}= 

<<Nn,Gn> ln~0} of Seifert pairs ordered by the nonnegative 



integers such that for nl0 

<a> <Nn,Sn> is well embedded in <dWn,Fr<CWn>>; 

(b) each component of Fr<Nn> is essential in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>>; 
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Cc> <Nn, Sn> contains <Mn, Fn>; 

Cd> the union of the components of <Nn,Sn> which 

are not S 1-pairs is precisely equal to the union of the 

components of <Mn,Fn> which are not S 1-pairs; 

Ce> if An is an annulus which is essential in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>> and contained in <Mn,Fn>, and if there are 

disjoint simple closed curves in 

<Fn_ 1 nFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>> which are isotopic in 

Fr<CWn> to a component of BAn but are not parallel in 

<Fn~ 1 nFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1nFr<Wn>>, then there is an S 1-pair 

component <N~,S~> of <Nn,Sn> such that An is isotopic in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>> into CN~,S~>; 

(f) no two components of Sn which are annuli have 

cores which are parallel in Fr<OWn>· 

Proof: 

Let 
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and for n~l let 

Then for n~0 <Nn,Gn> satisfies (a)-(f) by lemma V.6.1 

Lemma VI. 3. Let W be a noncompact, orientable, 

irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 2-manifold 

contained in aw which is incompressible in W. Suppose 

that <W,T> is good with good exhausting sequence <Wn}. 

Suppose that A is a 2-manifold in W such that 

AnT=AnBW=aA, A~n is compact for n~0, and each 

component An of A~n is an annulus or a torus and is 

essential in <CWn,Fr<CWn>> for n~0. Then there is a set 

<<Mn,Fn> ln~0} of Seifert pairs ordered by the 

nonnegative integers such that for n~0 

(a) <Mn,Fn> is well embedded in (QWn,Fr(QWn>>; 

(b) each component of Fr<Mn> is essential in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>>; 

(c) if An is a component of A~n' then An is 

isotopic in <CWn,Fr<CWn>> into <Mn,Fn>; 

<d> Fn is hard in Fr<awn>; 

<e> the union of components of FnnFr<Wn> which are 



not annuli are isotopic in Fr<Wn> to the union of 

components of Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn> which are not annuli; 
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(f) if An is an annulus which is essential in 

<~n,Fr<~n>> and contained in <Mn,Fn>, and if there are 

disjoint simple closed curves in 

<Fn_ 1 nFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>> which are isotopic in 

Fr<~n> to a component of 8An but are not parallel in 

component <M~,F~) of <Mn,Fn> such that An is isotopic in 

<~n,Fr<~n>> into <M~,F~>; 

<g> no two components of Fn which are annuli have 

cores which are parallel in Fr<~n>· 

Proof: 

For an set <<Nn,Gn> lnl0J- of 3-manifold pairs 

ordered by the nonnegative integers, define 

~<Nn,Gn> lnl0J- to be the ordered set <Gnlnl0J- of 

2-manifolds, and when kl0 define ~k<<Nn,Gn> lnl0J- to be 

For an ordered set of 

2-manifolds <Gnlnl0J- and kl0 define ~<Gnlnl0J- to be 

equal to Gk. 

Let the notation p be as in lemma VI.t. Define 

By lemma VI.l the 3-manifold pair 
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~n~o s~tisfies conditions <a>-<d> of the conclusion for 

n~0. For k~0 define Gk+ 1=p~ recursively. So by lemma 

VI.l and induction~ ~nGk satisfies conditions <a>-Cd> of 

the conclusion. 

For kl0~ define Uk to be equal to the 

union of components of C~~>nFrCWn> which are not 

annuli and define Lk to be the union of components of 

(~+ 1~> which are not annuli. By part Cc> of lemma 

VI.l~ Uk+t is isotopic in Fr<Wn> into Lk~ and Lk is 

isotopic in FrCWn> into Uk-t for k~l. Without loss of 

generality~ we may assume that Lk_ 1 cintCUk> and 

By lemma IV.2~ there is an integer 

v<n> such that Lk is isotopic in Fr<Wn> to Uk for all 

k~v(n). We may assume that v<n> ~v(n+l> for n~0. 

So by choice 

of vCn>, the union of the components of SnnFr<Wn> which 

are not annuli is isotopic in Fr<Wn> to the union of 

components of Sn+ 1 nFr<Wn> which are not annuli. So 

<Nn~Sn> satisfies condition <a>-<e> of the conclusion. 

Let the notation ¥ be as in 

lemma VI.2. For k~0 define ~+ 1=¥~. Using parts <c> 

and Cd) of lemma VI.2~ we can deduce that the union of 

the annuli of ~~ is contained in the union of the 
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annuli of ~~+t for k~0, and by part (f) of that lemma 

we can see that for k~0 no two annular components of 

~~ have cores which are parallel in Fr<Wn>· So since 

Fr<~n> is compact, there is an integer A(n) such that 

~~ is isotopic in Fr<~n> to ~~<n> for k~A(n). 

Choose <Mn,Fn>=~~(n) for n~0. By lemma VI.2 and 

induction, <Mn,Fn> satisfies conditions (a)-(g) of the 

conclusion. I 

Lemma VI. 4. Let W be a noncompact., orientable., 

irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 2-manifold 

contained in aw which is incompressible in W. Suppose 

that <W,T> is good with good exhausting sequence <Wnr. 

Say that A is a 2-manifold that is proper in W and 

suppose that for nl0 each component of A~n is either 

an annulus or a torus that is essential in 

Let ~ be a 3-manifold in W with En8W 

contained in T. 

Suppose that 

<1> Mn is compact for n~0; 

(2) FnnFr<Wn>=Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn> for n~0; 

<3> <Mn., Fn> is a Seifert pair that is 



<4> if <M~,F~> is a component of <Mn,Fn> that is 

not an S 1-pair, then each component of Fr<M~> is 

essential in <CWn,Fr<CWn>> for nl0; 

<5> each component An of Anown is isotopic in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>> into <Mn,Fn>; 
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(6) if An is an annulus which is essential in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>> and contained in <Mn,Fn>, and if there are 

disjoint simple closed curves in 

<Fn_ 1 nFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>> which are isotopic in 

Fr<CWn> to a component of 8An but are not parallel in 

<Fn_ 1 nFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>>, then there is an S 1-pair 

component <M~,F~> of <Mn,Fn> such that An is isotopic in 

<CWn,Fr<CWn>> into <M~,F~>; 

<7> no two annuli of Fn have cores which are 

parallel in Fr<CWn>• 

Then 

<a> L is proper in W; 

(b) A is isotopic in W into L; 

<c> if TT is a component of L, then 

(i) TT is Seifert fibered, 

(ii> TT is an X-bundle over a compact, 

connected 2-manifold, where X is I, 

[0, co> , or R, 
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or 

(iii) ~ 

there is a connected 2-mani~old F in IT 

~ 

such that each component o~ ~<rr;F> is a 

twisted !-bundle over a compact 

~ 

connected 2-mani~old and F is the 

associated 91-bundle. 

<iv) IT is an F-bundle over S 1 , where F is a 

connected, compact 2-mani~old. 

Proo~: 

Mn is compact ~or n~0 and so EnWk is compact. 

There~ore, Ca> is proved. 

For n~0, let Un be a regular neighborhood o~ Fr<Wn> 

in W such that Anun is a collection o~ disjoint annuli 

each o~ which meets FrCWn> transversally in a single 

simple closed curve and such that <Un~Fr<Un>nE> is a 

product 1-pair. Let 

A A A 
hypothesis, A~n is isotopic in <~n,FrC~n>> into 

A 
So we have an isotopy de~ined on LK~nln~0} 

may extend this isotopy to LKUnln~0}. We are done i~ 
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each annulus Ah of Anun is isotopic rel BAh in 

We will 

perform isotopies to make this situation occur. 

Suppose that Ah is a component of Anun such that Ah 

is not isotopic rel<BA> in <Un,Fr<Un>> into EnUn. Then 

....... ....... ....... 
there is a component An of Ancwn and a component An+s of 

....... 
Ancwn+s which satisfy the hypothesis of <6>. So there 

....... ....... ....... 
isotopic into <Mh,Fh>, An+t is isotopic into 

....... ....... 
<Mh+ 1 ,Fh+ 1 >, and there are annular components Bn and 

A. A 

Bn+t of Fh and Fh+t respectively such that BAh is 

By condition <7>, 

Isotop Ah in <Un,Fr<Un>> so that Ah is contained in V. 

We may do this for each such component Ah of Anun for 

all nl0. Now extend this isotopy of LKUnlnl0> to an 

isotopy of W • By performing one final isotopy of 

....... 
LK.OWn Jnl0> that is fixed on LKFr <Un> lnl0> and pushes 

....... ....... 
each component An of Ancwn into <Mn,Fn> for all nl0, we 

have verified (b). 
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Let TT be a component of I:. Let Mp be a component 

of ~p and let Fp=MpnFr<~p>· If <Mp~Fp> is an 

S 1-pair, it follows that TT must be Seifert fibered since 

it is the union of Seifert fibered spaces which meet 

along saturated annuli. So we may assume that <Mp,Fp> is 

an I-pair that is not an S 1-pa.ir. We construct a graph 

r corresponding to TT in the following way. For each n~0 

and each component Mri of Mn which is contained in TT, 

choose a point v<Mri>eint<Mri> to be a vertex. For each 

n~0 and each component En of MrinMri+s where Mri and Mri+s 

are components of ~n and ~n+s' respectively~ let 

e<Mri~Mri+ 1 ~En> be an arc in MriUMri+t which pierces En at 

precisely one point. These v<_>'s and e<_,_,_>'s will 

be the vertices and edges of r~ respectively. Observe 

that any vertex v of r has index less than or equal to 

two. So r is either a singleton or a !-manifold. If r 

is a singleton, then one of the desired conclusions 

follows. So we may assume that r is homeomorphic to one 

of the following: I, S 1 ~ [0, CD), and R. 

If r is homeomorphic to S 1 , then TT is an F-bundle 

over S 1 for some compact~ connected a-manifold F. Hence 

TT is Seifert fibered. Similarly~ it is clear that if r 

is homeomorphic to R, then TT is homeomorphic to FxR for 
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some compact, connected 2-manifold F. 

Now suppose that r is homeomorphic to [0,m>. In 

this case each vertex of r except for ar corresponds to 

a product. So if ar corresponds to a product, n is 

homeomorphic to Fx[0,m> for some compact, connected 

2-manifold F; otherwise, n must be a twisted R-bundle 

over a compact, connected 2-manifold. 

We may now suppose that r is homeomorphic to the 

closed unit interval I. Let a and b be the points of 

ar. If both a and b correspond to products, that n is 

homeomorphic to Fxl for some compact, connected 

2-manifold F. If a corresponds to a product and b 

corresponds to a twisted bundle, then n is a twisted 

!-bundle. So we may assume that both a and b correspond 

to twisted !-bundles. Since r is homeomorphic to I, 

there is an edge E contained in r. So there is a 

... 
compact, connected 2-manifold F contained in n such that 

.... 
~<n,F> consists of two components each of which 

... 
corresponding to a unique component of ~<r,F>. By a 

previous case, this implies that n fits <ciii>. I 

Theorem~- Let W be a noncompact, orientable, 

irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 2-manifold 

contained in 8W which is incompressible in W. Suppose 

that <W,T> is good with good exhausting sequence <Wn}• 



Then there exists a 3-manifold ~ such that 

(a) ~ is proper in W and D1BWCT; 

(b) if A is a 2-manifold whose components are 

homeomorphic to elements of the set 
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<S 1xi,S 1xS 1,S 1x[0,m>,S 1xR~ and which is 

proper, properly embedded, and strongly essential in W, 

then A is isotopic in W into ~; 

(c) if' n is a component of' ~ then either 

(i) 

(ii) 

n is seif'ert fibered or 

n is an X-bundle over a compact 

2-manif'old where X is I, [0,m) orR; 

(d) if' n is a component of' ~ that is not Seifert 

fibered and K is a component of' FrC~>, then K is 

strongly essential in W. 

Proof: 

Suppose that A is a 2-manifold which satisfies the 

hypothesis of (b). Then by part (4) and lemma 11.3, we 

may assume that for nl0 a component An of' A~n is 

either an annulus which is essential in CGWn,FrCGWn>> or 

a torus which is essential in <GWn,FrCCWn>>. By lemma 

5.3 there is an ordered set <<Mn,Fn> lnl0~ of' Seifert 

pairs such that f'or nl0 

CVI.5.1) <Mn,Fn> is well embedded in cawn,Fr<GWn>>; 

CVI.5.2> each component of Fr<Mn> is essential in 



<.OWn,Fr<.OWn>>; 

<VI.S.3> if An is a component of Anown, then An is 

isotopic in <.OWn,Fr<.OWn>> into <Mn,Fn>; 

<VI.S.S> Fn is hard in Fr<.OWn>; 

<VI.S.6> the union of components of FnfFr<Wn> which 

are not annuli are isotopic in Fr<Wn> to the union of 

components of Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn> which are not annuli; 

<VI.S.7> if An is an annulus which is essential in 
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<.OWn,Fr<.OWn>> and contained in <Mn,Fn>, and if there are 

disjoint simple closed curves in 

<Fn_ 1 fFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 fFr<Wn>> which are isotopic in 

Fr<.OWn> to a component of aRn but are not parallel in 

<Fn_ 1 fFr<Wn_ 1 >U<Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>>, then there is an 5 1-pair 

component <Mri,Fri> of <Mn,Fn> such that An is isotopic in 

<.OWn,Fr<.OWn>> into <Mri,Fri>; 

<VI.S.S> no two components of Fn which are annuli 

have cores which are parallel in Fr<.OWn>· 

By an isotopy of LKM 2klkl0~, we may assume that for 

nl0 the union of nonannular components of FnnF<Wn> is 

actually equal to the union of nonannular components of 

Fn+ 1 fFr<Wn>, and if an annulus B of Fn is isotopic in 

Fr<Wn> to annulus B' of Fn+t' then B=B'. If B is an 
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annular component of FnnFr<Wn> which is not isotopic in 

Fr<Wn> to an annular component of Fn+ 1 nFr<Wn>, then 

modify <Mn,Fn> by removing the interior of a regular 

...... 
neighborhood of B in Mn. Let E=LKMnlnl0}. Then by 

...... 
conditions <VI.S.l-8> E satisfies the hypothesis of lemma 

...... ...... 
VI. 4. Let n be a component of E that is neither seifert 

fibered nor a product. 
...... 

Then nnaw=e. So TT is either an 

S 1-bundle over F or an F-bundle over S 1 , where F is a 

...... 
compact, connected 2-manifold. Let TJ=char ( n, 0> • Then n 

is Seifert fibered and any essential torus isotopic into 

...... ...... n is isotopic into n. Replace all such n by the 

corresponding n in this way to obtain ~ Note that E 

satisfies <a>-<c>. 

By part (d) of lemma III.4, E satisfies (d). 



CHAPTER VII 

SOME PROPERTIES OF NONCOMPACT 

SEIFERT PAIRS 

Let <W,T> be a 3-manifold pair. Let (~~> be a 

Seifert pair contained in <W,T> and let <~~) be the 

complementary pair to (~~> in <W,T>. We say that (~§) 

is strongly perfectly embedded in <W,T> provided 

<i> (~§) is perfectly embedded <W,T>; 

(ii) each component of Fr<E> is strongly essential 

in <W,T>; 

Lemma VII.1. Suppose that W is a noncompact Seifert 

fibered manifold. Then W is irreducible. 

Proof: 

Let S be a 2-sphere that is contained in W. We 

wish to show that S bounds a 3-cell in w. This will 

follow if there exists an exhausting sequence <Wn} for W 

such that Wn is irreducible for n~0. Let F be the orbit 

manifold for W and let p:W-~ be the associated quotient 

map. Let <Fn} be an exhausting sequence for F, and for 

each n~0 put Wn=p- 1 <Fn>· Then <Wn} is an exhausting 
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sequence for w, and each Wn is Seifert fibered and 

Now awn is nonempty for n~0, and so in 

particular, no Wn is homeomorphic to either S~xS 1 or 

Therefore, by lemma VI.7 of [8J, Wn is 

irreducible for n~0.1 

Lemma VII.2. Let W be a connected, noncompact Seifert 

fibered manifold that is not homeomorphic to R~xS 1 • 

Then there is an exhausting sequence <Wn~ for W such 

that Wn is saturated with respect to the given fibering 

of W and Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W for all n~0. In 

particular, W is end-irreducible. 

Proof: 

Let F be the orbit manifold for W and let p:W-~ be 

the quotient map. Suppose first that F is homeomorphic 

to R~. Let <Fn~ be an exhausting sequence of .disks for 

F. Since W is not 

homeomorphic to R~xS 1 , W has at least two exceptional 

We may assume that F 0 contains 

Therefore, Fr<Wn> is incompressible in Wn 

Suppose that D is a disk that is properly 

embedded in W[m,nJ such that 9.D is noncontractible in 



Fr<Wn>· Let U be a regular neighborhood of D in W[~nl 

such that UnFr<Wn> is an annulus A. Then 

Fr<U-A>UCl<Fr<Wn>-A> is a 2-sphere which must bound a 

3-cell B in W[n+l,nl since W[n+l,nl is irreducible by 

VI.7 of [81. Now Bn<UUWn>=aB. So W=BUWnW• But this 

contradicts the fact that W is noncompact. Therefore, 

we may assume that F is not homeomorphic to R~. 

Since F is not R~, there is an exhausting sequence 

<Fn~ for F such that each simple closed curve of Fr<Fn> 

is noncontractible in F for each n~0. Therefore, by 

observation IV.2.3 of [7] any torus of Fr<Wn> is 

incompressible in W. Since each annulus of Fr<Wn> is 

incompressible in W for each n~0, we are done.l 

Lemma VI I. 3. Suppose that <W,T> is a noncompact X-pair 
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for some connected !-manifold X with aw is nonempty. 

<Note X is not the closed unit interval.> Suppose that A 

is a 2-manifold whose components are copies of S 1 xS 1 , 

S 1 xi, S 1 x[0,m>, and S 1 xR. Assume further that A is 

strongly essential in <W,T>. (a) If <W,T> is 

homeomorphic to <Fx[0,m>,Fx0> for some compact, 

connected 2-manifold F which is neither S~ nor ~~, then 

each component A' of A is homeomorphic to S 1 xr0,m> and A 
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is isotopic rel aA to a 2-mani~old which is saturated in 

the product structure o~ Fx[09 m). (b) I~ <W9 T> is 

either an R-pair or a [09 m>-pair9 then A is saturated in 

the bundle structure o~ W. <c> 

and i~ F is an orbit mani~old ~or W and p:W-~ is the 

quotient map9 then A is saturated in some sei~ert 

~ibration o~ W. Furthermore9 i~ <W9 T> is not 

isotopic in (W 9 T) to a 2-mani~old which is saturated 

with respect to p. 

Proo~: 

Let us ~irst consider case <a>. In this case., 

{Fx[09 n1 Jn~1r is an exhausting sequence ~or W. 

be a component o~ A. 

Let A' 

Suppose that A' is either a torus or an annulus. 

Then we may choose n large enough so that A' is contained 

in Fx[0.,n1. I~ A' is an annulus, the 8R' is contained in 

Fx0 and so A' is parallel to a 2-mani~old in Fx0 by 

corollary 3.2 o~ [151. So we may assume that A' is a 

torus. By corollary 3.2 o~ [151, we may isotop A' in W 

so as to no longer meet Fx[0,n1. Since n may be as large 

as we please., A' is not strongly essential, and we have a 

contradict ion. 

Suppose that A' is homeomorphic to S 1x~ By lemma 

II.3., we may assume ~or n~1 that each component An o~ 
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A'n<Fx[0,nl> is an annulus which is essential in 

<Fx[0,nl,Fx<0,n}>. So we 

may obtain a contradiction of the essentiality of An by 

an application of corollary 3.2 of [15]. 

We have thus far proved that each component of A is 

homeomorphic to S 1x[0,m). Since A is proper in Fx[0,m>, 

there is a compactification of Fx[0,m> to Fx[0,1l in 

A 

which A compactifies to a 2-manifold A such that each 

..... 
component of A is an annulus. By lemma I.l, there is an 

..... 
isotopy rel BAn<Fx0> of Fx[0,1l scuh that A is saturated 

in Fx[0,1l. By restricting this isotopy to Fx[0,m>, we 

have isotoped A rel 8A to a saturated 2-manifold. 

Let us now consider case (b). There is an 

exhausting sequence <Wn} for W such that Wn is an 

!-bundle over some compact, connected 2-manifold F and 

Fr<Wn> is the corresponding ai-bundle and such that 

(W[m,nl,Fr<Wn>> is homeomorphic to Fr<Wn)x[0,m>. By 

lemma I I. 3, we may assume that Arw[m, ll is strongly 

essential in (W[m, ll,Fr<W 1 > > and Arw 1 is essential in 

<W 1 ,Tl.Fr<W 1 >>. By part <a>, Arw[m, ll may be isotoped 

rel a<Arw[m, ll > to be saturated in W[m, ll •. By lemma I. 1, 

we may isotop Anw 1 rel 8A to be saturated in W1 • This 

finishes the proof of part (b). 

Finally, let us consider case (c). By case <a>, we 
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By lemma 

VII.2, there is an exhausting sequence <Wn> for W which 

is saturated with respect to p and such that Fr<Wn> is 

incompressible in W for nl0. By lemma 11.3, we may 

assume that each component An of Anown is either an 

annulus which is essential in (QWn,Fr(QWn)) or a torus 

which is incompressible in awn. 

Since <W,T> is not homeomorphic to 

<S 1xS 1x[0,m>,S 1 xS 1x0), we may by taking a sub sequence 

of <Wn> if necessary assume that <W 0 ,TUFr<W 0 >> is not 

homeomorphic to <S 1xS 1xi,S 1xS 1xai>. 

By VI.18 of [8J, only three seifert fibered space 

with boundary have seifert fibration which are not unique 

up to ambient isotopy: D~xS 1 , S 1xS 1xi, and a twisted 

!-bundle over the klein bottle. Observe that TUFr<W 0 > 

has at least two components. So if W0 is a solid torus 

or a twisted !-bundle over the klein bottle, each 

component of TUFr<W 0 > must be an annulus which is 

saturated with respect to p. 

By VI.19 of [8J, we may assume that if q:W 0-~q<W 0 > 

is a quotient map for some seifert fibration of W0 such 

that T is saturated with respect q, then q is isotopic 

to piW 0 • Consequently, by VI.34 of [8J, Anw 0 is 
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isotopic in <W 0 ,TUFr<W 0 >> to a 2-manifold which is 

saturated with respect to piW 0 • So we may isotop 8R in 

TUFr<W 0 > to regular fibers of p~ 

Suppose that for 0lkln-1 AnFr<Wk> is isotopic to a 

set of fibers of p:W-~. Let J be a component of 

AnFr<Wn>· Then J is a component of BAn for some annulus 

Supposa that BAn-J is contained 

By the induction hypothesis, BAn-J is 

isotopic to a fiber and so by VI.25 of [8] An is isotopic 

to a 2-manifold which is saturated with respect to pl~n· 

So J is isotopic to a fiber of p. 

Now suppose that BAn is contained in Fr<Wn>· Then 

~n is homeomorphic to S 1 xS 1 xi only if each component of 

Fr<Wn> is an annulus which is saturated with respect to 

pl~n• So we may isotop An<UhFr<Wn>> in UnFr<Wn> to a 

set of fibers of p:W-~. 

By VI.25 we may isotop A~n to a 2-manifold which 

is saturated with respect to p by an isotopy which is 

This ends the proof.l 

We say that <Xn} is a nice exhaustion for a 

noncompact connected 2-manifold X provided 

(i) Xn is connected for n~0; 
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<ii) Fr<Xn> is noncontractible in X[~0l for nl0; 

< i i i > no component of X [ ~ 0l is compact ; 

<iv> if « is an arc of Fr<Xn>, then each 

component of att is contained in a noncompact component 

of ax. 

Lemmas VII.4-6 are obtained by extending the proofs 

found in chapter VI of [8]. 

Lemma VI I. 4. Let M and N be connected, noncompact 

Seifert fibered manifolds and let f:M-~ be a 

homeomorphism. Suppose that 8Mjlld0. Suppose that for some 

fiber T in aM, f(T) is a fiber in aN. Then f is isotopic 

<rel T) to a fiber-preserving homeomorphism. 

Proof: 

Let S and T be the orbit manifolds of M and N, 

respectively. 

quotient maps. 

Let ~=M-~S and v:N-~T be the induced 

Let {Sn~ and <Tn~ be nice exhaustions for S and T, 

respectively. 

By taking subsequences, we may assume that f<Fr<Cn>> is 

contained in 4Dn+s' that T is contained in C 0 , and that 

f(Fr<Cn>> is incompressible in 4Dn+s· Let F be a 

component of f(Fr<Cn>>. Then F is either an annulus or 



a torus. In the case that F is a torus~ we may assume 

that F is saturated with respect to viQDn+s because 

QDn+s has boundary. In the case that F is an annulus~ 

we may assume that F is saturated since 8F is isotopic 

to a union o~ regular ~ibers by part <iv> o~ the 

de~inition o~ nice exhaustion. This may 

be extended to an isotopy o~ ~so that ~<Fr<Cn>> is 

saturated with respect to v ~or every nl0. 

is saturated with respect to v ~or every nl0. 

By VI.19 o~ [8J, there is an isotopy o~ ~ICn to a 

~iber preserving homeomorphism ~or each n~0. In 

particular, there is an isotopy o~ ~IFr<Cn> to a ~iber 
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preserving homeomorphism ~or each n~0. So let us assume 

that ~ILKFr<Cn> ln~0J is ~iber preserving. By applying 

VI.19 o~ [8J to ~~~n ~or nl0, we see that~ is isotopic 

to a ~iber preserving homeomorphism.l 

Lemma VII.S. Let ~:M-~ be a homeomorphism~ where N is a 

connected, noncompact Sei~ert ~ibered mani~old which has 

nonempty boundary. Suppose that M is not homemorphic to 

Let T be a component o~ aM. Then up to 

ambient isotopy o~ M there is a unique simple closed 

curve in T which is mapped by ~ to a ~iber o~ N. 

Proo~: 



First consider the case that T is noncompact. 
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Then 

T is homeomorphic to S 1x~ and the conclusion follows 

because every noncontractible simple close curve in T is 

isotopic to S 1 x0. 

Now suppose that T is compact. Let ~=M-~S be the 

quotient map, where S is orbit manifold associated to M. 

Let {Sn> be a nice exhaustion of S. We 

may assume that T is contained in C 0 • Since M is not 

homeomorphic to S 1 xS 1 xr0,m>, we may assume that C 0 is 

not homeomorphic to S 1 xS 1 xi. Since T is compact and 

therefore contained in C 0 , T must be a component of 8C 0 • 

Since M is noncompact, Fr<C 0 > is nonempty and disjoint 

from T. Therefore 8C 0 has at least two components. So 

we may assume that C 0 is not homeomorphic to D2 xS 1 or a 

twisted !-bundle over the klein bottle. Consequently, 

by a lemma VI.20 of [8] upto an ambient isotopy of C 0 , 

there is a unique simple closed curve in T which is 

mapped to a fiber. This isotopy may be extended to M.l 

Lemma VII.6. Let M and N be connected noncompact Seifert 

fibered manifolds, and let f:M-~ be a homeomorphism. 

Suppose that M has nonempty boundary and is not 

Then f is isotopic to a 



fiber preserving homeomorphism. 

Proof: 

If follows from lemma VII.5 that, up to ambient 

isotopy of M, there is a unique fiber T in 8M that maps 

to a fiber f(T) of N. Therefore, by lemma VII.5, f is 

isotopic to a fiber preserving homeomorphism.• 

Definition VII.7. Let W be a noncompact, irreducible, 

end-irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 

2-manifold contained in aw that is incompressible in W. 

Suppose that (~;) is a Seifert pair that is contained 

in <W,T> and that <~w> is its complementary pair in 

<W, T>. Suppose that <~ §) and <~ w> satisfy the 

following conditions 
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(a) (~§) is strongly perfectly embedded in <W,T>; 

(b) if <A, 'f') is a component of <~ w> which is an 

X-pair for some connected 1-manifold X, then <A,'f'> is a 

Y-shell for some connected !-manifold Y; 

<c> if <A, 'f') is a component of <~ w> which is an 

X-shell for some X~ 1 , then exactly one component of 

Fr<A> is contained in an S 1-pair; 

(d) if <A, 'f') is a component of <~ w> which is an 

S 1-shell and if <~ 1,~ 1 > and <~2,~2 > <which are possibly 

equal) are the components of (~if) which meet <A,'f'>, 

then <~ 1~2UA,~ 1~2> cannot be fibered as an S 1-pair; 
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<e> every 2-manifold that is proper, strongly 

essential in <W,T>, and whose components are copies of 

into ( F., if) • 

Then we say that <F.,if> is a~ characteristic 

pair 2f. <W, T>. 

Lemma VII.a. Let W be a noncompact, irreducible, 

end-irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a compact 

2-manifold contained in aw that is incompressible in W. 

Suppose that <I'.,if) is a weak characteristic pair of 

<W,T>. If <IT,Q) is a Seifert pair in <W,T> such that 

each component of Fr<n> is strongly essential in <W,T>, 

then <IT,Q> is isotopic in <W,T> into <F.,if>. 

Proof: 

By condition <5>, we may assume that Fr<n> is 

contained in int<E> and BFr<n> is contained in if. We 

may assume that there is a component <n,~> of <IT,Q> that 

contains a component <A, 'f') of <A, ~>. Now < n, w) is an 

X-pair for some connected !-manifold X. By lemma VII.3 

as well as more classical results, we may assume that 

Fr(A) is saturated in the X-pair structure of <n,~>. So 

<A, 'f') is an X-pair. By condition <2>, <A, 'f') is a Y-shell 

for some connected !-manifold Y. 

For each component K of Fr<n>, let QK be the 



component of nnE which contains K. It may be that 

(QK,QKnT> is a Z-shell for some connected !-manifold z. 

In this case, use QK to isotop K to Fr<QK>-K. Then use 

the component ()\', '+") of <A,~) which contains Fr(QI<)-K 

to isotop K so that <n, (o)) no longer contains ()\', '+" >. 

If this process is infinite, we may construct a product 

Kx[0,m) with K=Kx0 which is proper in W since it is the 

union of components of A and ~ So since K is strongly 

essential in <W,T>, this process eventually terminates. 

Do this for each component of Fr<n>. Since the tracks 

of the indicated isotopies are disjoint, we may assume 

that (QK,QKnT> is not a Z-shell for any connected 

1-manifold z. 

Let <~ 1,~ 1 > and <~2,~2 > be (possibly coincident> 

components of < E, •> which meet (A, 'f') • We may assume 

that <~inn'~inw> is an Xi-pair, where <~i'~i> is an 

By the preceding paragraph, <~inn,~inw> is a 

Z-shell for some connected !-manifold Z only if ~i is 

contained in n. Therefore, we may assume that X=X 1=X 2 • 

Now ()\,'f') is a Y-shell for some connected !-manifold Y. 
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Suppose Y=S 1 • Since <~inn,<f>inn> has a unique fibering 

for i=1,2 by lemma VII.6, <~ 1~2UA,~ 1~2> is an 5 1-pair 

and this contradicts condition <4>. So suppose that 
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Then the fact that X 1=X~ contradicts condition 

(3). Therefore, (A, 'f') cannot be contained in < n, Co)). 

This ends the proof.l 

Lemma VI I. 9. Let W be a noncompact 3-manifold and let T 

be a compact 2-manifold in aw which is incompressible in 

W. Suppose that <W,T> is good. Then a weak 

characteristic pair exists for <W,T>. 

Proof: 

.............. 
By theorem VI.S there is a Seifert pair (~§) in 

<W,T> which satisfies condition (5) of lemma VII.7 such 

A A A A 

that if <a-, <p) is a component of n::, §) that is not an 

..... 
S 1-pair, then each component of Fr<o:-> is strongly 

....... ..... 
essential in <W,T> and <o:-,'P> contains a strongly 

component K of Fr<~> is not strongly essential in <W,T>. 

" A A A 
Let <o:-,'P) be be the component of (~§) that contains K. 

..... ..... l Then <a-,'P) is an S -pair. If there is a product pair 

<Kxi, (8Kxi>U<Kx1>> contained in <W,T> with Kx0=K, then 

A A 1 A ~ 

<a-U<Kxi>,<.pU(aKxi>U<Kxl>> is an S -pair; modify (~it) by 

attaching <Kxl, <BKxi>U<Kxl>>. If there is a product 

..... ..... 
Kx[0,m> with Kx0=K, then <a-U<Kx[0,m>,'P> is an S 1-pair; 

............ 
modify (~it) by attaching <Kx[0,m>,0>. Perform these 



operations globally to obtain a Seifert pair (~§) such 

that each component of Fr<E> is strongly essential in 

CW, T>. <This follows from lemma I I I. 1 and theorem 

I I I. 3. > 

Let <A. w> be the complementary pair to <~!f). 

Suppose that these are distinct components <~,~> and 

< ~ , <f' > and < ~ if) and a component < )\, 'I'> of <A. w> such 

that <A,'I'> and<~,~> are X-shells and<~,~> and <~',<f') 

each contain one component of Fr(A). Modify <~•> <and 

therefore <A.'*'>) by replacing (~ Ji) with <I:tJA, §l.J'I'). By 

applying this operation globally, we obtain a seifert 

pair that is strongly perfectly embedded in <W,T>. 

Now suppose that there is a component <A,'I'> of 
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<A. w> that is an X-pair for some corrected 1-mani fold X. 

If <A,~> is a Y-shell for some Y, no operation is 

performed. Suppose that <A,'I'> is not a Y-shell for any 

Y. Then CA,'I'> has a unique fiber structure. Let W be a 

saturated regular neighborhood of Fr(A) in A. Let 

~A=cl(A-N> and let ~A=~An'l'. Now modify (~Ji) by 

attaching (~A,~A). The net induced change in <~'*'> will 

be in removing <A,'I'> and attaching <N,Nn'l'>. Applying 

this globally results in complementary pairs <A.'*'> and 

(~Ji) which satisfies conditions (1) and <2> of lemma 

VI I. 7. 

Now suppose that <A, 'I'> is a component of (~ w> that 

is a Y-shell for some connected 1-manifold Y. Let 
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<~ 1,~ 1 > and <~z,~z> be the components o~ (~§) that meet 

Fr()\). (It may be that <~ ,'f' >=<~ ,'f' >.> If neither 

is an X-pair ~or some X~ 1 ; in this case, modi~y (~§> 

by attaching <A, 'f') and make the corresponding adjustment 

to CA,~>. 

attaching <A, 'f') and modi~y <A, 'f') as required. Applying 

these operations globally, we obtain <~ §) and <A,~> 

............ 
that sati~y <1>-<4> o~ lemma VII. 7. Since <~ §) c:c~ §), 

(~§) also satis~ies (5). We are done by applying lemma 

VI I. 7. I 



CHAPTER VIII 

WEAKLY CHARACTERISTIC SEQUENCES 

Lemma VIII.l. Suppose that <W,T> is a connected S 1-pair, 

W is noncompact and T is compact. Let F be a compact, 

where connected 2-manifold in <W,cl<BW-T>> that is 

incompressible in W. If F is no parallel in W to a 

2-manifold in cl<BW-T>, then F is an annulus or torus. 

In fact F is isotopic in <W,T> to a saturated annulus or 

torus. 

Proof: 

Suppose that S is the orbit manifold for W and that 

p:W--+8 is the associated quotient map. Let <Sn} be an 

exhausting sequence for S and put Wn=p- 1 <Sn> for each 

n~0. By taking a subsequence of <Wn}' we may assume that 

F is contained in W0 • Since FfFr<W 0 > is empty, <piF> is 

not il covering map onto S 0 • Since F is not parallel 

into cl < aw-T>, it follows from VI.34 of [8] that F is an 

annulus or torus which is isotopic to a saturated annulus 

or torus.l 

Lemma VI I I. 2. Suppose that <W,T> is a connected X-pair 
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that is not an S 1-pair~ where W is noncompact and T is 

Let F be a compact, connected 2-manifold in 

<W~cl<aw-T>> which is incompressible in W. If F is not 

parallel in W to a 2-manifold in cl(8W-T>, then F is 

isotopic in <W~T> to a 2-manifold which is transverse to 

the X-bundle structure of W. 

Proof: 

There exists an exhausting sequence <Wn} for W such 

that W0 is an I-bundle and <~n,Fr<~n>> is homeomorphic 

By taking a 

subsequence, we may assume that F is contained in W0 • 

Hence, by II.7.1 of [7] F is isotopic in W0 to a 

2-manifold that is transverse to the I-bundle structure 

of W0 • This isotopy may be extended to an isotopy of 

W. I 

Lemma VI I I. 3. Suppose that <W,T> is a good 3-manifold 

pair. And suppose th~t <Wn} is a good exhausting sequence 

for W. Let <n,o> be a Seifert pair in <W,T> such that 

Fr<n> is strongly essential in <W,T>. Then there is an 

isotopy H:Wxi-~ with H<x,0>=x for all xew such that 

<H<n,t>f"W[m,pl,H<n,t>rFr<Wp» is a Seifert pair in 

(W[m,pl,Fr<Wp>>, Fr<H<n,t>f"W[m,pl;W[m,pl> is strongly 

essential in <W[m,pl,Fr<Wp>>, and no component of 



Fr<H<TI,1>>~p is parallel in 4WP to a 2-manifold in 

Fr<4Wp> for p~0. 

Proof: 
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By lemma 11.3, we·may perform an isotopy of Fr<n> in 

<W,T> so that Fr<n>nFr<Wp> consist of simple closed 

curves that are incompressible in both Fr<n> and Fr<Wp> 

for all p~0 and such that no component of Fr<n>~p is 

parallel in 4Wp to a 2-manifold in Fr<4Wp> for any p~0. 

Consequently, each component of Fr<Wp>nn is 

incompressible in n for p~0 and no component of Fr<Wp>nn 

is parallel inn to a 2-manifold in cl<Fr<n>-Q>. If 

<TI,Q) is an S 1-pair, lemma VIII.1 gives us that TinFr<Wp> 

is saturated inn, so <nnw[~pl,nnFr<Wp>> is an S 1-pair. 

If <TI,Q) is not an S 1-pair, then lemma VIII.2 gives us 

that TinFr<Wp> is transverse to the bundle structure of n. 

We may assume that <Tinw[~pl,nnFr<Wp>> is a Seifert pair 

for all p~0. Since each component of Fr<TI> is strongly 

essential in <W,T> and no component of Fr<TI>~n is 

parallel in QWn to a 2-manifold in Fr<4Wn> for any n~0, 

we may conclude that Fr<n>nw[~pl is strongly essential 

in (W[~pl,Fr<Wp>> for all p~0.1 

Let V be an orientable, irreducible, noncompact 



3-manifold. We say that V is eventually good provided 

there is a compact 3-manifold V0 in V such that 

(cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >> is a good 3-manifold pair. 
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Definition VIII.4 •. Suppose that V is an eventually good 

3-manifold. Let V0 be a compact 3-manifold in V such 

that Fr<V 0 > is incompressible in cl<V-V 0 > and 

(cl(V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >> is good. Let <Vnln~0~ be an exhausting 

sequence for V such that <cl<Vn-V 0 > ln~1~ is a good 

exhausting sequence for <cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >>. Suppose for 

q~0 there is a Seifert pair <~, §q>· such that 

<a> <~,§q> is a weak characteristic pair of 

<Vrcn, ql, Fr<Vq> >; 

(b) if ( n, Q) is a Seifert pair in (V[cn, ql, Fr <Vq> > 

such that Fr<n> is strongly essential in (V[cn,ql,Fr<Vq>, 

then <n, Q) is isotopic in (V[cn, ql, Fr<Vq> > into <~, •q>; 

(c> for p~q~0, Fr(~)f16Vp is composed of annuli 

and tori which are not parallel into 2-manifolds in 

Fr<~p>; 

(d) for p~q, (~nl[cn, pl, ~rFr<Vp> > is a strong 

Seifert pair such that Fr<~nl[cn, pl ;V[cn, pl > is strongly 

essential in <V[cn, pl,Fr<Vp> >; 

(e) for p~q, ( ~nl[cn, pl, ~rFr <Vp> > is isotopic in 



(V[~pl,Fr<Vp>> a saturated submanifold of 

(int<Ep>,int<§p>>. 

Then we say that <<~,§q> lq~0} is a we~kly 

characteristic sequence for <V,<Vq}>. 

Let W be a noncompact 3-manifold. Suppose that P 

is a plane that is proper in W. We say that P is 
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nontrivial if there is no proper embedding f:R~x[0,m>-~ 

Lemma VIII.S. Suppose that V is an eventually good 

3-manifold. Let V0 be a compact 3-manifold in V such 

that Fr<V 0 > is incompressible in cl<V-V 0 > and 

<cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >> is good. Let <Vnln~0} be an exhausting 

sequence for V such that <cl<Vn-V 0 > ln~l} is a good 

exhausting sequence for <cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >>. Then there 

exists a weakly characteristic seifert sequence for 

Furthermore, if P is a finite set of pairwise 

disjoint planes that are essential and proper in V, then 

there is an m such that for each P~ the noncompact 

component Ap of Pnv[~ml is an incompressible copy of 

S 1 x[0,m> and an isotopy H:Vxi-~V fixed on Vm with 
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H<x,0>=x for all xev and H<~Vm,l> contained in~· 

Proof: 

We proceed inductively. By lemma VII.9, there 

exists a seifert pair <E0 ,§0 > which satisfies <a> of 

VIII.4 and therefore <b> of VIII.4 by lemma VII.S. By 

lemma VIII.3, we may assume that <E0,•0 > satisfies <c> 

and (d) of VIII.4. By lemma VII.9, there exists a 

seifert pair <E 1,•1 > which satisfies <a> of VIII.4 and 

therefore (b) of VIII.4 by lemma VII.S. 

satisfies (b) of VIII.4, we may assume that 

<E0 nJ[m., ll, E 0 fFr<V 1 > > is contained in <E 1 , § 1 > by 

performing the reverse of the given isotopy. Since 

<E0,.0 > satisfies (a) of VIII.4, we may isotop 

Fr<E 1 ;Vrm., ll> in vrm., ll without moving Fr<E0 ;Vrm., ll> so 

that <E 1,•1 > satisfies <c> of VIII.4 as well as (a) and 

(b) of VIII.4. By repeating this inductively, we have 

verified <a>-<e> of definition VIII.4. 

Now suppose that P is a finite set of pairwise 

disjoint planes that are essential and proper in V. 

Choose m~l to be large enough so that for each P~ only 

one component of vrm,0lnP spans V[m,0l and such that if 

D is a disk in P with Pnlm contained in D, then 8D is 

not homotopic in V[m., ml to a point. 

Choose n>m so that <UP>nlm is contained in int<Vn>· 
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Isotop <LF> by an isotopy ~ixed on V[cn, nl so that 

•<<LF>nFr<Vm>> is minimal. The choice of m implies that 

•<PnFr<Vm>>~l for every P~. Suppose that J is a 

component of <LF>nF. There is a P~ and a disk EcP with 

J=aE. By the minimality of •<<UP>nF> and the 

irreducibility of V[cn,0l, we may conclude that Env 0 is 

nonempty. By the fact that a component o~ Env£m,0J 

spans V[m,0J and the choice of m, we may deduce that any 

two distinct components o~ PnFr<Vm> are parallel in P. 

For each P~, let Ap be the noncompact component o~ 

Pnv[cn, mJ. Then for each PeiP, Ap of Pnv[cn, mJ is 

homeomorphic to S 1 x[0,m). 

To see that Ap is incompressible in V[cn,mJ, suppose 

that D is a disk in V[cn, mJ with Df'Rp=SD and aD 

noncontractible in Ap• Now there is a disk D' in P with 

aD' =aD. Note that Pnvm is contained in D'. So aD' is 

not homotopic in V[cn, ml to a point. But this 

contradicts that fact that 80'=80 and D is contained in 

V[cn, mJ. 

Since Ap is incompressible in V[cn, ml for each P&P, 

Ap is strongly essential in (V[cn,ml,Fr<Vm>> for each 

P~. There~ore there is an isotopy H:V[cn, mJ xi--+V[cn, ml 

with H<x,0>=x ~or each xEV[~mJ such that H<URp,l>~. 
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A 

We may extend this to an isotopy H:Vxl-~V which is fixed 

off a regular neighborhood of vr~mJ.I 



CHAPTER IX 

WHITEHEAD MANIFOLDS OF 

FINITE GENUS 

Let V be an irreducible, contractible, open 

3-manifold. Then we say that V is a Whitehead manifold. 

Lemma IX.1. Suppose that Vis a Whitehead manifold with 

finite genus g~2 at infinity. Let V0 be a compact 

3-manifold in V such that Fr<V 0 > is incompressible in 

cl<V-V 0 >, Fr<V 0 > has genus g, and every torus in cl<V-V 0 > 

bounds a compact 3-manifold in cl<V-V 0 >. Let (JT,Q) be a 

connected, noncompact S 1-pair with ~and incompressible 

in cl<V-V 0 > which is proper in (cl(V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >> and such 

that any component of Fr(JT) which is not a torus is 

incompressible in cl<V-V 0 >. Then there is an S 1-pair 

.......... 
<IT,Q> which contains <IT,Q>, is proper in 

..... 
(cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >>, and is such that Fr(JT) is strongly 

..... 
essential in <cl<V-V 0 >,Fr<V 0 >>; in particular, IT is the 

union of JT with some comp,"·nents of cl (cl <V-V 0 >-JT>. In 
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addition i~ T is a torus in Fr<n>~ then either T is 

essential in (cl<V-V 0 l 9 V0 > or T bounds a solid torus in 

cl <V-V 0 >. 

Proo~: 

Suppose that T is a component o~ Fr<n> which ~ails 

to be strongly essential in <cl<V-V 0 >9 Fr<V 0 >>. Then T 

is not homeomorphic to S 1 x[0~co> since in that case one 

could not isotop T to be disjoint from Fr<V 0 >. 
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With the above case eliminated~ we will now proceed 

to show that in the remaining situations 

<1X.1.1) there is a component W of cl<V-V 0 >-int<n> with 

wnn=T and <nUW~QU<WnFr<V 0>>> an s 1-pair. 

Suppose that T is homeomorphic to S 1x~ Then by 

lemma 111.3 the closure W of one component of cl<V-V 0 >-T 

is homeomorphic S 1 xRxC0,co>. Since Q is not empty~ n is 

not contained in W. So W is a component of 

cl<V-V 0 >-int<n> which satisfies <IX.l.l>. 

Suppose that T is an annulus. Then there is a 

product Txl in cl(V-V 0 > such that Tx0=T and <Txl>U<8Txl> 

is contained in Fr<V 0 >. Since Txl is compact and n is 

noncompact and proper, Tx1 is a component o~ 

cl<V-V 0 >-int<n>. Put W=Txl. Then W satisfies <1X.1.1>. 



Suppose that T is a torus. We claim that T is 

compressible. To get a contradiction, we assume that T 

is incompressible. Since T is not strongly essential, 

either T is parallel to a 2-manifold in Fr<V 0 > or, by 

lemma III.l, there is a properly embedded TxC0,m) in 
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cl<V-V 0 > with Tx0=T. Since Fr<V 0 > has genus at least 2, 

T cannot be parallel in cl<V-V 0 > to a 2-manifold in 

Since V is of genus at least 2, there is a 

compact 3-manifold X in V such that TUV 0 is contained in 

int<X> and ax has genus g and is incompressible in 

cl <V-V 0 >. Since TxC0,m> is proper in cl<V-V 0 >, TxC0,m> 

must contain ax. Now ax must be incompressible in 

TxC0,m>, and therefore ax must be parallel to Tx0 in 

Tx [0, m>. This contradicts the fact that the genus of ax 

is at least 2. Therefore, T must be compressible in 

cl <V-V 0 >. 

By choice of V0 , there is a compact 3-manifold W in 

cl <V-V 0 > with T=8W. Since TT is proper and noncompact, 

rrnw=T. Let D be a disk in cl<V-V 0 > with DnT=8D and 8D 

nontrivial in T. Since all non-torus components of 

Fr<TT> are incompressible, we may assume that DnFr<TT>=8D. 

We claim that D is contained in W. Assume that D is 

contained in TT in order to get a contradiction. Let 

DxC-l,lJ be a regular neighborhood of Din TT with Dx0=D. 
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Let A be the annulus cl<T-<aDxr-1,11>>. Then 

<Dx{-1,1~>UR is a 2-sphere which, by lemma VII.1, bounds 

a 3-ce 11 B in n. Since Bn<Dx[-1,1l)=Dx{-1,1~, B cannot 

contain Dx0. Therefore, n=BU<Dxr-1,11> which contradicts 

the fact that n is noncompact. 

contained in W. 

Therefore, D must be 

Let Dxt-1,11 be a regular neighborhood of Din W; 

let A be the annulus cl<T-<aDxt-1,11>>. Then 

AU<Dx{-1,1~> is a 2-sphere which bounds a 3-cell Bin 

cl <V-V 0 >. Since ~l<V-V 0>¢0, B must be contained in W. 

Since B does not contain Dx0, W=BU<Dx[-1,1]). 

Therefore, since V is orientable, W must be a solid 

torus. Since Q is incompressible in cl<V-V 0 > no fiber 

of n is trivial in n 1 <cl <V-V 0 > >. So no fiber of T 

bounds a disk in W. SoW satisfies <IX.1.1>.1 

Suppose that V is a Whitehead manifold 

finite genus g~2 at infinity. Let {Vn~ be an exhausting 

sequence for V such that for n~0 

<1> Vn is connected; 

<2> Fr<Vn> is connected; 

<3> Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V[~0l; 

(4) genus<Fr<Vn>>=g; 

<5> vr~ nl is connected. Let {<I;..,,~> ln~0~ be a 
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weakly characteristic sequence for CV,<Vn~>- For each 

...... 
nl0, let n;..,, an>=< c n, Q) I c n, Q> is a noncompact S 1-pair 

component of C 1:,.,, an> with Q;i'0~. If n>>0 and p>>n, then 

... 
no component of clCFr<Vp>-1:,.,> is an annulus. 

Proof: 

Since V is contractible and has genus at least 2 at 

infinity, for n))0 every torus T in V[~nJ bounds a 

compact 3-manifold MT in V[~nJ; from this point in the 

proof we will assume n to be at least this large. 

Choose p large enough so that each annulus of Fr<En> is 

contained in intCVp>· Suppose that there is a component 

-A of clCFr<Vp>-E,.,> which is an annulus • 

... ... 
<E,.,,•n> which contain the components of aA. Cit may be 

... ... 
of A in clCV[~nJ-E,.,> such that NnFr<En> is a regular 

... 
neighborhood of aR in Fr<En>- By lemma VIII.l and part 

<4> of the hypothesis on <Vn~' each component of 

... -Fr<Vp>nE,., is an annulus which is isotopic in 1:,., to a 

-saturated annulus. So 8A is isotopic in Fr<En> to a 

union of two fibers in ~- Therefore, the fibering of 
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noncompact S 1-pair. By lemma IX.l 9 there is an S 1-pair 

strongly essential in (V[~nJ 9 Fr<Vn>>; in addition if T 

is a compressible torus in Fr<TI 1 UTI~UN>, then T bounds a 

solid torus in V[co.,nl. 

By lemma VII.7, there is an isotopy 

that H<TI,l> is contained in int<En>· 

Let us first assume that a component of aA is 

... 
contained in a compact component F of Fr<~>. Then F is 

a torus which must bound a compact 3-manifold M in 

-V[~ nl. Since A is contained in cl(V[~nJ-En>, A must 

be contained in M. Therefore, aA is contained in F=aM, 

and TI 1=TI~. Let A' and A" be the annuli in F with 

aA'=aA 11 =8A. Let T' and T" be the components of Fr<TI 1 LN> 

which meet A' and A11 , respectively. Then T' and T" are 

tori which are isotopic in V[~n] to A' u:\ and A"LR9 

respect i ve 1 y. We claim that both T' and T" are 

compressible. To get a contradiction, suppose that one 

of these tori, say T', is incompressible. Then A' LR is 

incompressible. Since M is compact, since H<TI,l> is 

noncompact and proper, and since H<TI,l>nF=0, it follows 

that H<TI, 1) is contained in V[~nJ-M. So by proposition 
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5.4 [15] there is a product <A'UR>xi such that 

<A'UA>x0=A'UA and <A'UR)x1=H<A'UA,1>. Since H<A'UA,1) is 

contained in Vrm, nl-M, <A' UA) xi must contain aM. So A" 

is an incompressible 2-manif'old in <A'UR>xi with aA" 

contained in <A'UR>x0. S i nee V [CD, nl is noncom pact, A .. 

must be parallel in <A'UR>xi to A. However, this would 

imply that, for some m>n, a component of A~Vm is is 

parallel to a 2-manifold in Fr(oVm> which contradicts 

part (c) of definition VIII.4. So we must assume that 

both T' and T 11 are compressible. 

By lemma IX.l, T' and T'' bound solid tori U' and uu, 

respectively, in V[CD,nl. Now both u• and U" meet F in 

an annulus which is saturated in fl 1 • Since M=U'UUUN, it 

follows that (fl 1 UM,Q) is an S 1-pair. Therefore, we have 

contradicted part (d) of definition VII.7 via part (a) of 

definition VIII.4. 

Now suppose that 8A is contained in a single 

... 
noncompact component F of Fr<~>-

homeomorphic to either S 1 xR or S 1 xr0,m>. Let A' be the 

unique annulus in F with 8A'=8A. Let T be the component 

of' Fr<fl 1 UN> which meets A'. Then T is a torus which is 

isotopic in V[CD,nl to AUR'. By choice of n, T=aM for 

some compact 3-manifold M contained in V[CD,nl. Let 

F'=cl<F-A>UR'. Then F' is homeomorphic to F and is 



incompressible in V[m, nJ. Let T' be a torus in M which 

is parallel in M to T. 

V[m, nJ-M as be'fore. 

Now HCfi,1> is contained in 

To get a contradiction, suppose that T is 

incompressible in V[m,nJ So there is a product Tx[-1,1] 

such that Tx1=T', Tx0=T, and Tx<-1>=H<T,1>. Now since 

A'cT, it 'follows that <Tx[-1,1l>nF is nonempty. We may 

assume that <Tx[-1,1l>nF is nonempty. Since F is proper 

a.nd CTxar-1, 11 > nF is empty, each component o'f 

CTxr-1,1l>nF is a closed 2-mani'fold. But F contains no 

closed 2-mani'folds. So T must be compressible. 
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There'fore, M must be a solid torus which is contained in 

n. ~et A be a loop in M which generates n 1 <MUN>. Since 

H<fi,1> is contained in V[m,nJ-M, there is a map 

'f:S 1 xi-~V[cn,nl such that 'fCS 1 x0>=A and 'f<S 1 x1> is 

contained in V[m,nl-M. There'fore, either 'f- 1 CF> or 

'f- 1 <F'> is nonempty. By symmetry, we may assume that 

'f- 1 <F> is nonempty. We may modi'fy 'f so that 'f- 1 <F> 

consists o'f simple closed curves that are nontrivial in 

Hence, there is a map g:S 1 xi-~V[cn,nJ such that 

gCS 1 x0>=A, g<S 1 x1> is a nontrivial loop on F, and 

Since F is either S 1 xR or S 1 xr0,m>, we may 

assume that gCS 1 x1> does not meet 8A. We may modi'fy g 

so that g- 1 <F') consists o'f simple closed curves that 
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are nontrivial in S 1 xi. Hence, there is a map 

h:S 1xi-~V[~nl <which is perhaps equal to g> such that 

h- 1 <FLF' > =S 1 x1, h <S 1 x0> =A, and h <S 1 x1 > is contained in 

either For F'. By symmetry, we may assume that h<S 1 x1> 

is contained in F'. Note that we may assume that 

h<S 1 x1> is a loop in A'nBM and that h<S 1 xi> is contained 

in MLN. Let a' be the generator of n 1 <A'>. Then :N=±va' 

for some J.Lll. But a.' =:QLA. for some J.Lll. Hence A.=±vJ.LA. 

Theref'ore lvJ.LI=1; in particular, lvl=1. So A' is 

parallel in V[~ nl to A. This implies that for some m>n 

a component of AnAVm is parallel in aVm to a 2-manifold 

in Fr<aVm> which contradicts part <c> of definition 

VIII.4. 

Now suppose that each component of' 8A is contained 

.... 
in a different component of Fr(~). Call these 

Suppose that F 1 is homeomorphic 

Then there is a 3-manifold W that is the 

closure of a component of V[~nl-F 1 which does not meet 

So neither TI 1 nor TI~ is contained in W since 

both Q 1 and Q~ are nonempty. So A must be contained in 

W. But this implies that 8AC8WcF 1 which contradicts our 

assumption that F 1 and F~ are distinct. Consequently, 
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each of F 1 and F~ is homeomorphic to S 1 x[0yoo). 

With this one case left to consider, let us assume 

that there are arbitrarily large values of p for which 

... 
there exists an annulus component of cl<Fr<Vp>-~> • 

... 
Since there are only finitely many components Fr<~> 

which are homeomorphic to S 1 xr0,oo>, there is a sequence 

of integers p(0) <p<1> < ••• such that for il0 there exists 

F~ each containing a component of BRi. 

... 
Let A be the component of cl<V[~nl-~> which meets 

F 1 UF~ and therefore contains LKAi li~0}. 

For k=1,2, let Bk be the annulus in Fk with 

proposition 5.4 of [15J, it may be argued that there is a 

product ~I with ~0=~ aQMI contained in Fr<Vn> and such 

... 
that either ~1 is a component of Fr<~> or ~1 is 

By taking a subsequence of <p<i> li~0} if necessary, 

we may assume that AinFk lies between BFk and Ai+tnFk 

for il0 and k=1,2. For il0 and k=1,2, let Ck,i be the 

Then Ti is a torus and 
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must bound a compact 3-manifold Mi in V[co, nl for i ~0. 

Note that A=<~I>U[U<Mi li~0~]. Observe that either 

Mi is a-irreducible or Mi is a solid torus. 

argue as in previous cases that aMi is not 

We may 

incompressible in V[co, nl. We are therefore able to 

conclude that A is seifert fibered. It follows that 

IT 1 un~Uh is seifert fiberable. 

by contradicting VII.7<d>. 

This contradicts VIII.4<a> 

After considering all cases, we may conclude that 

the annulus A cannot exist.l 

Lemma IX. 3. Suppose that V is a Whitehead manifold with 

finite genus gl2 at infinity. Let <Vn~ be an exhausting 

sequence for V such that for n~0 

<1> Vn is connected; 

<2> Fr<Vn> is connected; 

<3> Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V[co,0l; 

(4) genus<Fr<Vn>>=g; 

<5> V[co, nl is connected. 

Let {(~'~n> ln~0} be a weakly characteristic 

sequence. If <IT,Q> is a noncompact 5 1-pair component of 
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(a) for n>} 0, cnn is homeomorphic to s 1 >CR, where c 

is the component of cl(V-TJ> which contains Vn; 

<b> if ~' then TJ has at most 3g-3 ends; 

(c) there is an e>ehausting sequence {C l- for TJ 
11 

such that 

(i) C11 is saturated in n for v~0 and 

Cii> each component of Fr<C 11 ;TJ> is an annulus 

A such that each component of aA is 

contained in a noncompact component of 

Fr < TJ; V [ ~ nl > ; 

(d) the orbit manifold of TJ is planar. 

Proof: 

To prove <a> by contradiction, suppose that there 

is a sequence of integers n<0> <n<1> < ••• such that for 

of <Enci>''n<i>> with the property that aci is a torus, 

where Ci is the component of cl<V-ni> which contains 

Since V is contractible, there is a compact 

3-manifold Bi in V with aBi=aci for i~0. Since ni is 

proper and noncompact, Bi cannot contain TJi for any i; 

therefore Bi must contain Vn<i> for i~0. By taking a 

subsequence, we may assume that <Bil- is an e>ehausting 

sequence for V. But the genus of 8Bi is equal to 1 for 



i~0. Then contradicts the fact that V has genus at 

least 2. 

To prove <b> by contradiction, suppose that there 

is an S 1-pair component <TI,Q> of <Eh,~n> which has more 

than 3g-3 ends. Let K be a compact subset of n such 

that cl<TI-K> has at least 3g-2 noncompact component. 
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Choose p to be large enough, in the sense of lemma IX.2, 

for cl<Fr<Vp>-TI> to contain no annuli and int<Vp> to 

contain K. Then TifFr<Vp> is the disjoint union of at 

least 3g-2 annuli each of which is injective in Fr<Vp> 

and no two of which are parallel. But Fr<Vp> cannot 

contain more than 3g-3 pairwise disjoint nonparallel 

nontrivial simple closed curves, and so we have a 

cor'lt rad i ct ion. 

To prove <c>, let us take <C~~ to be a saturated 

exhausting sequence for n. By taking a subsequence of 

<C~~, we may assume that Fr<C~;TI> is contained in 

VC~nJ. Since g~2, we may assume that for v>>0, each 

torus component T of Fr<C~;TI> bounds a compact 

3-manifold MT which is contained in V[~nJ. Put 

Let C"=C'U(lJ{NTIT is a torus component of v v 

Fr<C~;TI>~>. Note that C~ is saturated in TI and that 

each component of Fr<C~;TI> is an annulus. It may be 
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that some component of 8Fr<C~;TI> is contained in a torus 

component of Fr<TI;V[co,nJ>. By taking C" to be a fibered 

regular neighborhood of C~, it will follow that each 

component 8Fr(Cv;TI> is contained in a noncompact 

component of Fr ( TI;V[co, nl >. 

Now let S be the orbit manifold for TI and let 

~:TI-~S be the associtated quotient map. To prove (d), 

it suffices to show that each simple closed curve in S 

separates. Suppose that J is a simple closed curve in S 

which does not separate. Then ~- 1 (J) is a torus in V 

which does not separate. But this contradicts the fact 

that Vis contractible.l 

Lemma IX.4. Let S be a closed, orientable, connected 

2-manifold of genus g~2. Suppose that {Skl1~k~n} is a 

set of compact 2-manifolds such that 

<a> Skcint<Sk+t> for 1~k~n-1; 

(b) sk is hard ins for 1~k~n; 

<c> if A and A' are components of Sk which are 

annuli, then the core of A is not parallel in S to the 

core of A' for l~k~n; 

(d) Sk+t is not a regular neighborhood of Sk for 

1 ik~n-1. 

Then ni6g~-7g+3. Proof: 



Observe that 

<IX. 4. 1> 

and note that 

<IX.4.2> 

n-1 
~<Gn>=~<Gt>+ 2 ~<cl<Gk+t-Gk>> 

k=1 

By condition (b) we may deduce 

<IX.4.3> 

for 1~k~n-1. 

Condition (d) implies that if ~<cl<Gk+t-Gk> is 

equal to zero, the some component of Gk+t is an annulus 

which is not contained in Gk. Therefore if 

are annuli. By part <c> of the hypothesis, we must 

assume 

<IX.4.4> ~~3g-3. 
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By part <a>, ~<G 1 >~0. Combining this with <IX.4.1> 

we have 



<IX. 4. 5) 
n-1 

~<Gn>' 2 ~<cl<Gk+t-Gk)). 
k=1 

By the division algorithm, put <n-1>=m<3g-2>+r, where 

r<3g-2. Then <IX.4.2> gives us 

which implies 

<IX.4.7) 

By <IX.4.2> we may write 

<IX.4.9> <n-1>,6g~-7g+2 

which leads to the desired conclusion. I 
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Lemma IX. 5. Suppose that S and T are planar, connected, 

noncompact 2-manirolds each having one end such that the 

inclusioin map T-~S is proper in S, and as and BT each 

have exactly one noncompact component called K and L, 

respectively. Suppose that asnBT=Kf'L and that Kf'L is 

compact with each component an arc. Then 

<a> cl<L-K> has exactly two noncompact components 
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called L 1 and L~ each of which is homeomorphic to [0,m>; 

(b) there exist connected !-manifolds K 1 and K~ in 

K with K 1 nK~=0 and such that, for i=1,2, 8Ki=8Li and Ki 

is homeomorphic to [0,m>; 

(c) cl<S-T> has exactly two noncompact components 

which we will call F 1 and F~, and KiULi is the unique 

noncompact component of 8Fi for i=1,2; 

<d> for any compact subset C' of S, there is a 

compact 2-manifold C containing C' such that 

(i) Fr<C;S> is an arc a with K 1 and K~ 

each containing one point of &a; 

(i i) anw is an arc with L 1 and L~ each 

containing one point of &<anT>; 

(iii) for i=1,2, anFi is an arc with Ki and 

Li each containing one point of 

Proof: 

Since L has two ends and Kf"L is compact, cl<L-K> 

has precisely two noncompact components, say L 1 and L~, 

each homeomorphic to [0,m). This proves <a>. 

Now 8L 1 U8L~ separates K into precisely three 

components. Precisely two of these components have 

closures, say K 1 and K~, which are noncompact. Choose 
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notation so that aKi=8Li ~or i=1,2. 

and ~or i=1,2, Ki is homeomorphic to [0,m). This proves 

(b). 

Since S is planar, L 1 UL~ separates S into three 

Choose 

notation so that F 3 contains L 1 UL~, and ~or i=1,2, Fi 

contains only Li. Then, ~or i=1,2, KiULi is the unique 

noncompact component o~ 8Fi since Fincl<S-Fi>=Li. 

Note that F 3 contains T since Tis connected. 

There~ore, ~or i=1,2, Fi is a component o~ cl(S-T>. 

Since Fi is noncompact ~or i=1,2, to prove (c) it 

su~~ices to show that any nonompact component o~ cl(S-T> 

must contain either L 1 or L~. Suppose that N is a 

noncmopact component o~ cl<S-T>. Since S is connected, 

N must contain a component J o~ Fr<T;S>. 

contradiction, suppose that J is compact. 

either an arc or a simple closed curve. 

To get a 

Then J is 

Suppose that J is an arc. Then aJ is contained in 

K. Since S is planar and has only one end, there is a 

compact 2-mani~old F inS with Fnel<S-F>=J. Since T is 

proper in S, F cannot contain T. So F must contain N; 

but this is a contradiction since N is noncompact and 

proper in S. 

Now suppose that J is a simple closed curve. Since 
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S is planar and has only one end, there is a compact 

2-manifold FinS such that F~l<S-F>=J. Since T is 

proper in S, F cannot contain T. So F must contain N. 

But this is a contradiction as above. 

From the above, we may conclude that N contains 

either L 1 or L~. So (c) is proved. 

Let C' be a compact subset of S. Then, for i=1, 2, 

3, Fine' is compact since Fi is proper in S. Since Fi 

is a planar 2-manifold with one end and one noncompact 

boundary component for i=1, 2, 3, there is an arc ai in 

Fi such that the component of Fi-ai with compact closure 

Furthermore, we may assume that 

L 1 and L~ each contain a point of 8a 3 , and for i=l, 2, 

Ki and Li each contain a point of aai. Without loss of 

generality, we may assume that a 1 nL 1=a 3 nL 1 and 

Observe that 8a is contained in K. Since S is 

planar and has only one end, there is a compact 

2-manifold C inS such that C~l<S-C>=~ It is not 

difficult to see that C satisfies conditions <i>, (ii>, 

and <iii> of <d>. It remains only to show that C' is 

contained in C. Observe that CnK must contain LnK. 

Therefore, by choice of ai, CnFi contains C'nFi for i=l, 

2, 3. This ends the proof.l 
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Lemma IX.6. Let V be a Whitehead manifold finite genus 

g~2 at infinity. Let {Vn} be an exhausting sequence for 

v such that for n~0 

(1) vn is connected; 

(2) Fr<Vn> is connected; 

(3) Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V[cn, 0l; 

.......... 
<~7§n>=LK<IT7Q) I<IT7 Q) is a noncompact component of 

Then for n>>0 and for all m)n7 there 

are q> p>m and an isotopy 6:V[cn, plxi-~V[cn, pl such that 

<a> 6<x,0>=x for every xtV[cn,pJ; 

<c> if ~=LKrrmtrrm is a noncompact component of 

..... 
~nv[cn,pl} and U is a regular neighborhood of ~7 then 

G<x 7 t>=x for every xetV[cn, pl\U; 

(d) if ~ is defined as in <c>, then 6<~nv[cn,ql 7 1> 

..... 
is contained in Dn. 

Proof: 

Then by definition 
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VIII.4 Fn,p is contained in Fn+t,p for p~n+l. Given m>n, 

define ~n<~m if Fm,p is not a regular neighborhood in 

We claim that any chain 

~n(0) <~n<l> < ••• must be of finite length. To get a 

contradiction, suppose that there is an infinite squence 

of integers n(0) <n<l> < ••• with ~n(i) <~n(i+l) for il0. 

Let an integer M be given. By lemma IX.2, there is an 

integer p such that no two annuli components of 

A 

~(i)nFr<Vp> have cores which are parallel for 0~i~M. 

Now Fn(i+l>,p contains Fn(i),p in its interior but is not 

a regular neighborhood thereof. This contradicts lemma 

IX.4 since M may be chosen to be greater than 6gz-7g-2. 

Therefore, for n>>0 and m>n, there exist arbitrarily 

~ 

large values of p for which ~nFr<Vp> is isotopic in 

Henceforth, though we may change the values of n, 

m, and p, we will always maintain the relation p>m>n and 

A 
insist that £MnFr<Vp> is a regular neighborhood of 

A 

~nFr<Vp> in Fr<Vp>• By lemma IX.3 and part (4) of the 

~ 

hypothesis, Ev has at most 3g-3 ends for v}}0. So if 

v>>0 and ~>v, 2v must have the some number of ends as 

A 
E~. We will assume that n is large enough for this to 
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happen. Choose p to be large enough for each noncompact 

A 

component of ~nvr~pl and each noncompact component of 

..... 
1:,.,nvr~ pl to have exactly one end. Since ~ and 

A .Lm each 

A 

have the same finite number of ends and since ~nvr~ml 

A 

is contained in ~' there is a one-to-one correspondence 

...... 
between the noncompact components of ~nvr~pl and the 

..... 
noncompact components of ~nFr<Vp> with each noncompact 

...... 
component Jlm of 1:mnvr~ pl containing a unique 

A 

noncom pact component Jln of ~nv [ ~ pl. 

be a [0, CD) -pair. 

A. 

connected and since :I:mnFr<Vp> is a regular neighborhood 

A 

of ~nFr<Vp>, JTmnFr<Vp> must be a regular neighborhood 

Since Jln is saturated in JTm, Jlm 

must be a regular neighborhood of Jln in V[~pl. Say 

that U is a regular neighborhood of Jlm in V[~pl. Then 

there is an isotopy S:V[~plxl-?Fr<Vp> which satisfies 
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<a> and <b>, is fixed on V[~pl-U, and is such that 

G<flmf)J[~ p+ll, 1> is contained in nn. 

Then each component of nnnFr<Vp> is an annulus. Let An 

be a component of nnnFr<Vp>; let Am be the component of 

..... 
regular neighborhood of EnnFr<Vp>, Am must be an 

annulus. 

<IX.6.1> Suppose~ Tis~ torus which is 

A 

incompressible in nm-En· We claim that T is parallel in 

Let rr=nmu[uca-la- is a component of l:;,..rvrp, nl which 

meets flm} ]. This n is seifert fibered. 

By lemma IX.l, there is an S 1-pair <n,Q> which contains 

A 

<fl,Q) and is such that Fr<n> is strongly essential in 

CV[~nl,Fr<Vn>>. By lemma VII.7, there is an isotopy 

H:V[m.,nlxl-~Vr~nl with H<x,0>=x for each xevrm.,nl and 

H<n,t> contained in l:;,... Since Tis contained in nm-'i:;..' T 

and H<T,1> are disjoint. Therefore, by proposition 5.4 
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of [15J, there is a product Txi in V[~nJ with Tx0=T and 

Txl=H<T,t>. So <IX.6.1> is proved. 

Let B be the orbit manifold for nm and let ~=nm-~B 

be the quotient map. We may assume that nn is saturated 

with respect to ~ By lemma IX.3, B and ~<Tin> are 

planar. Since nm and nn have one end, B and ~<Tin> each 

have only one end. Hence, 9.9 and 8~<nn> have unique 

noncompact components K and L, respectively. By part 

<c> of lemma IX.3, we see that aB~<Tim>=KnL. Since 

annnanm is contained in Fr<Vp>, KnL is compact with each 

component an arc. Let F 1 and F~ be the two noncompact 

components of cl<B-~<nn>> given by part <c> of lemma 

IX.5. 

Since ~ is a proper map, there is a set C' in B 

such that ~- 1 <C'> contains all of the compact components 

~ 

of Lhnnm and all of the compact components of cl<Tim-nn> 

which meet Fr<Vp>. By part (d) of lemma IX.5, there is a 

compact 2-manifold C in B which contains C' such that 

Fr<C;B> is an arc a with K 1 and Kz each containing one 

point of a~ Furthermore, ~<Tin> is an arc with L 1 and 

L~ each containing a point of 8<~<Tin>>, and for i=l, 

2, anFi is an arc with Li and Ki each containing a point 
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Fix i to be eithe~ 

one o~ two. We claim that ~- 1 <Ei> contains no 

incomp~essible to~i. To get a cont~adiction., suppose 

that T is an incomp~essible to~us in ~- 1 <Ei>. Then by 

<IX.6.1> the~e is a p~oduct Txl in V[~nl with Tx0=T and 

A 

Txl contained in int<~>. Since ~- 1 <C> contains all the 

A 

compact components o~ ~nnm, <Txi>na~- 1 <Ei> is nonempty. 

Since each to~us o~ a~- 1 <Ei> bounds a compact 3-mani~old 

in V[~nl and since ~ is noncompact and p~ope~, <Txi>nA 

nonempty ~o~ some component A o~ a~- 1 <Ei> which is 

homeomo~phic to S 1 xR. Since <Txai > nA is empty, each 

component o~ <Txi>nR is a closed 2-mani~old; but this is 

a cont~adiction since A contains no closed 2-mani~old. 

The~e~o~e ~- 1 <Ei> contains no incomp~essible to~us ~o~ 

i=l, 2. 

Since ~- 1 <Ei> contains no incomp~essible to~us, no 

component o~ a~- 1 <Ei> is a to~us; hence, no component o~ 

aEi is a simple closed cu~ve. Since Fi is plana~ and 

has exactly one end, Ei is plana~ and has exactly one 

end. Since Ei has one end, since is plana~, and since 

aEi is nonempty, Ei is homeomo~phic to the hal~plane. 
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Since ~- 1 <Ei> contains no incompressible torus. 

~- 1 (Fi> contains (at most> a finite number of 

exceptional fibers. Therefore. we may assume that ~-sec> 

contains all of the exceptional fibers of ~- 1 <F 1 UF 2 >. 

Therefore. 

2. 

Since F 1 and F 2 are the only noncompact components 

Let Q be a compact component of 

Since ~- 1 <C> contains all of the compact components of 

Fr (Q;V[co, pl > is a torus. Since rrm is connected• 

Fr <O;V[co, pl > nrrn must contain a torus. say A. Then A=aM 

for some compact 3-manifold M in V[co, pl. Since nn is 

proper. M must contain Q. By part <a> of lemma VIII.4. 

we can argue that M must contain a component T of 

Since M is compact. we may argue using 
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<IX.6.1) that T must be parallel in M to aM. Since 8Q is 

incompressible9 it follows that Q is homeomorphic to 

aMxi. 

Choose q so that ~- 1 <C> is contained in int<Vq_ 1 >. 

Then there is an isotopy G:V[~ plxl-~V[~ pl which 

satisfies <a> and <b>, is fixed of VC~pl-U, and is such 

that G<TTmnJ[~ql, 1> is contained in nn. 

This ends the proof.l 



CHAPTER X 

NONTRIVIAL PLANES AND NEARNODES 

Lemma X.l. Let V be a connected, irreducible, 

eventually end-irreducible 3-manifold which is not 

homeomorphic to R 3 • Let <Vn} be an exhausting sequence 

for V such that for n~0 

<1> Vn is connected; 

<2> Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V[~0l; 

<3> V[~ 0l is irreducible. Let P be a finite 

collection of pairwise disjoint nontrivial planes in V. 

Then there is a collection ~ of planes and an integer 

n < 1 > such that LP is ambient isotopic to LP and each 

component of <LP>nAVm is an annulus and is not parallel 

into Fr(6Vm> for m>n<l>. 

Proof: 

Since p is finite and since each P~ is nontrivial 

in V, we may choose n<0>~0 so that Pnvn< 0 > is nonempty 

for P~, and so that if E is a disk in P~ with Vn< 0 >nP 

contained in i nt <E>, then BE is nontrivial in V[~ 0J. 

Choose n<l>>n<0> so that for each P~ there is a disk Ep 
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in int<Vn< 1 >> with Vn< 0 >cint<Ep>• Hence for each P~ 

precisely one component of Pnvrn<l>~n<0>l spans 

V [n <1 > ~ n (0) l. 

Let H:V>ei-~V be an isotopy with H<>e~t>=>« for each 

(>e~t>EVn<0>>ei. For each P~, put P~=H<P,1> and 

P' =<P' IP&PJ-. Then l..P' =H < LP~ 1 >. Among all such 

isotopies, choose H so that :tt<<l..P'>nFr<Vn<0 >>> is 

minimal. Since His fi>eed on Vn< 0 >, P'nvn<0 > is 

nonempty for each P'~, and precisely one component 

P'nvrn<1>,n<0>l spans vrn<1>~n<0>l for each P'~. 

Suppose that J is a component of P'fFr<Vn< 0 >> for 

some P'~. Then there is a disk E in P~ with J=aE. 

claim that Envn< 0 > is nonempty. Without loss of 

generality, we may assume th~t int<E>nFr<Vn< 0 >>=0. By 

part <2> of the hypothesis~ there is a disk E' in 

Fr<Vn< 1 >> so that 8E'=8E. By conditions <3> and (1) 
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We 

there is a 3-cell B in V[m, n(0) l with 8B=E' LE. We can 

use B to isotop l..P' leaving Vn< 0 > fixed and reducing 

tl: ( ( l..P' ) f"'Fr < V n ( 1 > > > • This is a contradict ion. 

Therefore~ E must meet Vn<0 >. 

We may conclude from the above paragraph that any 

two components of P'nFr<Vn<l>> are parallel in P' for 

each P' e;p. Therefore each component of ( l..P' > nv [ m, n ( 1 > J 



is either an annulus or is homeomorphic to S 1 xr0,m>. 

Suppose that A is a component o'f < lP' > n.J [co, n ( 1 > J • 

To get a contradiction, suppose that D is a disk in 

V[co,n<l>l with SO nontrivial in A. Let D' be the disk 

in LP with SO' =SO. Note that D' must contain the 

unique component o'f P'n.J[n<l>,n<0>J spans, where P' is 
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the member of P' with AcP'. So Vn<0 > c:int <D' >. But this 

contradicts the choice of n(0). There'fore A is 

incompressible in V[co, n ( 1 > J. 

We 'llay now apply lemma II. 3 to obtain the conclusion 

of our lemma. I 

Lemma X. 2. Let V be an irreducible, connected, 

eventually end-irreducible 3-mani'fold that is not 

homeomorphic to R 3 • Suppose that there is a finite 

collection P of pairwise disjoint nontrivial planes in 

V. Then there is an exhausting sequence <Vn} for V and 

a collection of pairwise disjoint planes P' with UP 

isotopic to LP' such that for n~0 

<a> Vn is connected; 

(b) Fr<Vn> is incompressible in V[co, 0]; 

<c> P'n.ln is a single disk such that B<P'n.Jn> is 

nontrivial in V[co,0J for each P' &F. 

Proof: 

.. 
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Let {Wn> be an exhausting sequence ~or V such that, 

~or nl0, Wn is connected, Fr<Wn> is incompressible in 

W(co.,0l, and Wrcn,nl is irreducible. By lemma X.l there 

is an isotopy H:Vxi-~V and an integer n(1))0 such that 

H<UP,l>nowm consists o~ annuli which are incompr•ssible 

in ~m and not parallel in ~m into Fr<~m> ~or m>n<l>. 

De~ine ht:V-~V by ht<x>=H<x,t>, and de~ine G:Vxi-~ by 

Then each component 

o~ <UP>nG<~m,l> is an incompressible annulus which is 

not parallel into Fr<G<~m,l>> ~or m>n<l>, and {G<Wn,l>> 

exhausts V. 

By taking a subsequence o~ {G<Wn,l>>, we may assume 

that each component o~ <UP>nB<~n,l> is an 

incompressible annulus which is not parallel into 

Fr<G<~n,l>> ~or n~0, and we may assume that exactly one 

For n~l, let An be the union o~ components of 

and let Un be the regular neighborhood o~ An in 

G<~n' 1>. 

exhausts V. 



Choose n<0>>0 so that Vn< 0 > contains W0 • It may 

very well be that there exists a disk Din V'[~0l such 

that DnFr<Vri< 0 >>=BD, and 8D is nontrivial in Fr<Vri< 0 >>. 

Choose such aD so that •<Dn<UP>> is minimal. We claim 

that Dn<UP> is empty. To get a contradiction, suppose 

that a is a component of Dn<UP>. 
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By the usual arguments, we may assume that a is not 

a simple closed curve. So suppose that a is an arc. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that there is 

a disk D' in D such that int <D' > n<UP>=0 and BD=aU.-, 

where 11 is an arc in 8D with ~n<UP>=9paa:. There is a 

disk D" in <UP> such that BD"=aU¥, where ¥ is an arc in 

<UP>nFr<Vri< 0 >>. By the minimality of #<Dn<UP>>, ¥Uii 

does not bound a disk in Fr<Vri<0 >>. 

compressing disk of Fr<Vn<0 >> with 

So D'LD" is a 

•<<D'LD">n<UP>> <•<DnFr<Vn< 0 >>> which is a contradiction. 

So we may assume that Dn<UP> is empty. 

Compress Fr<Vri<0 >> in W[co,0l in the complement of 

<UP>. Repeat inductively to obtain an exhausting 

sequence <Vri> which satisfies <b> and <c>. Since V is 

connected, we can pick a component Vn of V~ to get an 

exhaustion which satisfies <a>, <b>, and (c). I 

Lemma X. 3. Let V be an eventually end-irreducible 



Whitehead which is not homeomorphic to R 3 • 
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Suppose that 

there exist disjoint nontrivial planes P 0 and P 1 and a 

map f:R2xi-~V such that 

(1) f is proper; 

<2> fiR2 xai is an embedding which takes R2x{j~ to 

P j for j=0, 1. 

Then P 0 and P 1 are parallel in V. 

Proof: 

By lemma X.2, there is an exhausting sequence <Vn~ 

for V such that, for n~0 and j=1,2, Fr<Vn> and Pj 

intersect transversally and VnnPj is a disk with 

Since V is contractible, 

V-<P 0 -P 1 > has three components with closures N0 , N 1 , and 

N. Choose notation so that Fr<N>=P 0 UP 1 and Fr<Nj>=Pj 

for j=1, 2. 

We wish to show that N is contained in f<R 2 xi> and 

that NnFr<Vn> is an annulus for n~1. We will then 

combine these two facts to show that N is homeomorphic 

If N is not contained in f<R2 xi> we may assume 

that there is an xeN-f<R2 xi>. This implies that there 

is an open set U in V such that UcN-f<R2 xi>. 

Since f is proper, there is a disk D in R2 such 
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that 'f <cl ( R2 -D> >el> is contained in V[m., 0J. We may 

choose a subsequence for <Vn} such that 'f(aD>ei> is 

contained in cV 1 • Let A=cl<R2 -D> and let g=fiAxi. Then 

9 : A>e 1 -~v r en, 0J • 

Suppose that n~1. Without loss o'f generality, we 

may assume that >e is contained in int<Vn>· Since 'f is 

transverse to Fr<Vn>, there is a homotopy of f rel R2 >e9I 

so that f is transverse to Fr<Vn> and so that >e is still 

not contained in f<R 2 >ei). Observe that g is also 

transverse to Fr<Vn>· Since V[m., 0J is irreducible and 

n 1 (V[m.,0J) is in'finite, V[m.,0J is aspherical. Since 

Fr <Vn> is incompressible in V[m., 0J, n 2 (V[m., 0J-Fr <Vn> > 

and ker < n 1 <Fr <Vn> -~n 1 (V[m., 0J > > are both trivial. 

Therefore, there is a homotopy o'f g fi>eed on 9<Axi> so 

that g- 1 <Fr<Vn>> is incompressible in Axl. We may 

e>etend this homotopy to a homotopy of f so that >e is 

still not contained in f(R 2 >ei>. We may assume that 

g- 1 <Fr<Vn>> is equal to f- 1 <Fr<Vn>>. 

Let A be a component of g- 1 <Fr<Vn>>. Then A is 

incompressible in Axl. It is not di'fficult to see that 

A must be either a disk or an annulus since n 1 <Axi>=~ 
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To get a contradiction, suppose that A is a disk. Then 

This is a contradiction 

since PjnFr<Vn> is nontrivial in V[~0l by our choice of 

exhausting sequence. So A must be an annulus. Since 

g1Ax9I is an embedding, g- 1 <Fr<Vn>>n<~9I> contains 

exactly two simple closed curves. Therefore, 

Then fiA takes each 

component of 8A to a different component of J 0 UJ 1 • 

Therefore, by lemma 2.4 of [4] there is an annulus A' in 

P 1 , A' must be contained in N. For i=0,1, let D-=P-nv • 1 1 n 

Let S be the 2-sphere D0 UD 1 UR' and let C be the 3-cell 

in v with s=ac. Since Fr<Vn> is incompressible in 

VC~0l, C must be contained in Vn. Since 

not contained in f(~~xi>, there is a point x in C which 

is not contained in f(~~xi>. Now the relative homotopy 

may calculate using the homotopy sequence of the pair 

that the relative homotopy classes of 0 0 and D 1 are not 
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equal in n~<Vn-x,Fr<Vn>>. For i=0,1, let Ei be the disk 

Then E 0 UE 1 UR is a 2-sphere in 

Now f<B> is 

contained in Fr<Vn>• So the relative homotopy class of 

D0 must be equal to that of D 1 in n 2 <V-x,Fr<Vn>>. This 

is a contradiction. So we may no assume that N is 

Then 

For n~l, let Di,n be the disk PinFr<Vn> for i=1,2. 

Then Sn is a 2-sphere in 

Then 

Cn must be contained in Vn since Fr<Vn> is 

incompressible in VC~0J. Therefore Cn=VnnN and <Cn~ 

exhausts N. 

To be done, it suffices to show that <~n,Fr<~n>> 

is homeomorphic as a pair to <S 1 xixi,S 1 xix8I>. 
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Let n~2 be given. It is easy to see that either 

~n is 9-irreducible or that ~n is a solid torus. To 

get a contradiction, suppose that ~n is 9-irreducible. 

Let T be a torus in ~n that is parallel in ~n to Baen• 

Then T is incompressible in ~n• 

the union of two disjoint incompressible annuli, T is 

incompressible in dVn. Therefore T must be 

incompressible in V[m, 0J. As before, we may perform a 

homotopy of g fixed on a<Axi> so that g- 1 <T> is 

incompressible in Axl. Since T is contained in int<N>, 

each component of g- 1 <T> is closed. Since n 1 <Ax I> =Z, 

Axl contains no closed incompressible 2-manifolds. 

Therefore, g- 1 <T> must be empty. On the other hand, the 

homotopy of g fixed on 8CAxi> extends to a homotopy of f 

So T must be contained in f(R~xi>. 

Since nl2, T must be contained in g<Axi>. So be have a 

contradiction and must assume that ~n is a solid torus. 

Let CA,J.L> be a longitude-meridian pair for Baen. 

Let a be the generator of n 1 <An_ 1 >. 

n1 <~n> for some integers p and q. We will be done if 

we can show that lpl=l. Since a: is 

trivial in Cn-t' Van Kampen's Theorem gives us 



n 1 <Cn>=<AIAP=1>. 

the proof.l 

S i nee Cn is a ba 11 9 1 p I= 1. This ends 

Lemma 26...±· Let P be an nontrivial plane in R.z.xl. 

P is parallel in R.z.xl to each component o"f R.z.xal. 

Proof: 

Then 
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Let <Dnl- be an exhausting sequence o"f disks "for R.z.. 

By lemma 11.3, we may assume thAt 

for n~1, each component o"f Pnacn is an annulus which is 

essential in (QCn9 Fr(QCn>>, and precisely one o"f 

component o"f Pnacn spans spans QCn• 

Since (QCn,Fr<Cn>> is homeomorphic to 

<S 1 xlxl,S 1 xlx9I>, the only essential annulus in 

So Pncn is a disk "for 

n~1. There"fore splitting along P yeilds two copies o"f 

Let N be a noncompact 3-manifold which has an 

exhausting sequence <Cnl- such that 

(i) en is a 3-cell for n~0, and 

(ii> Cnnacn+t is a set of disks <Dn,i ln~0,1~i~vl

such that for n~0 and 1~i~v, Dn,icint<Dn+s,i>. Then we 



say that N is a nearnode with v faces, that each 

component of SN is a face of N, that <Cn} is a defining 

sequence for N, and that <Dn,i ln~0,1iiiv} is the system 

of disks f2!:: <Cn}• 
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At this point we point out that it is not difficult 

to show that (by using the lamp cord trick, for 

instance> Rzxr0,~> is the unique nearnode with one face. 

Lemma X.S. Let V be a noncompact 3-manifold. Let N and 

N' be nearnodes that are proper in V with NnN' a single 

plane P. 

Proof: 

Then NUN' is a nearnode. 

Let {Cn} and {C~} be defining sequences for N and 

N', respectively. 

respectively. By choosing subsequences of <Cn} and 

{C~}, if necessary, we may assume that for n~0 

Dn, kc:int <Dn, k' > and D~, k' c:int <Dn+ 1 , k>, where k and k' 

have been chosen so that <Dn,k} and <D~,k'} exhaust P. 

So NUN' is a nearnode.l 

Lemma X. 6. Let N be a nearnode with v~2 faces. Let M 



be a 3-manifold such that 

<i> M is proper in N and 

<i i> 8M=U<Pi 11 U ~v}, where Pi is and nontrivial 

plane in N .. 

Then M is a nearnode .. 

Proof: 

Let <Cn} be a defining sequence for N and let 

<Dn,iln~0,1~i~v} be the system of disks of {Cn}. By 

lemma X.1 and choosing a subsequence of <Cn} via lemma 

11.1, we may assume that Pinocn consists of annuli that 

are essential in <acn,Fr<acn>>, for l~i~~ and n~t, 

precisely one of which spans acn 

Suppose that A is an annulus that is essential in 

(C[m, nl, Fr <Cn> > for some n~0. Let U<A> be a regular 
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neighborhood of A in C[m,nl. Let c;.,=cnW<A>. Note that 

Fr<Cn> is a connected, compact, planar 2-manifold. 

Since A is incompressible in C[m,0l, each curve of aA is 

nontrivial in Fr<Cn>· 

Say that aA=J 1 UJ~, where Ji is a simple closed 

curve for i=1,2. Since Fr<Cn> is planar, J 1 UJ~ 

separates Fr<Cn> into three pieces with closures F 1 , F~, 

and F 3 each of which is a planar 2-manifold. 

We claim that at most two of F 1 , F~, and F 3 contain 



To get a contradiction, suppose 

that all three contain components of BFr<Cn>· Let ~~ 

and ~~ be disjoint disks in en with 9ai=Ji for i=1,2. 

Then ~~UO~ separates en into three components with 

Now each Bj must contain some 

There is an arc a in en which joins 

Dn,i(l) to Dn,i< 3 > and meets~~ in precisely one point. 

Now S is a 2-sphere in N-Cn and so must 

bound a 3-cell B in N-Cn• However, since an6 contains 

precisely one point we have a contradiction. 

Let F 1 , F~, and F 3 denote the closures of the 

components of Fr<Cn>-U<A>. Choose notation so that F 3 

contains no component of 8Fr(Cn>• Then F 3 is an 

annulus. Let A 1 and A~ be the components of 

Fr<U<A> ;C[cn,nJ). 
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Since A is incompressible in C[cn,nJ, both F 1 and F~ 

must contain components of 8Fr<Cn>· Let 

Then either F is a connected planar 

2-manifold or has two components, namely F 1 UF~UR 1 and 

F 3UR~ such that F 1 UF~UR 1 is a connected planar 

2-manifold. In the first case, Fr<Cri>=F; put C~=Cri-

the latter case, F 3UR~ is a torus which must bound a 

In 



compact 3-m.anifold K in CCco,nl; put c;;=c;,.U<. Then 

Fr<C.;:.)=-F 1 LF~LR 1 • 

So en is contained in A 3-cell c.;:. such that 

C"nsN=C f1SN and such that A is contained in int<Cn""). n n 

We may repeat the above procedure for .every 

nonspanning component of LKPil1iii~}~n and every nl1 

to obtain an exhausting sequence <c.;:.} of N such that 

Pine;:. is a single disk for lii'~· Let Mn=Mnc.;:. for n~0. 

Then Mn is a 3-cell with MnnaM a disjoint union of a 

finite number of disks. Therefore M is a nearnode.l 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE HANGAR THEOREM 

De'fi nit ion !.L.J_. Let W be a Whitehead mani'fold. 

Suppose that H is a proper submani'fold of= W such that 

<a> each component o'f H is a nearnode with a 

'finite number of= 'faces, 

(b) no component of= cl<W-H> is a nearnode, and 

(c) if= P is an essential proper plane in V-H, then 

P is parallel to a plane in H. Then we say that H is a 

hangar 'for W. 

Lemma XI.2. Let W be an eventually end-irreducible 

Whitehead mani'fold. Suppose that H and H' are hangars 

'for W and suppose that the union of= any finite 

collection of pairwise disjoint nontrivial proper planes 

in W is isotopic into H. Then H is ambient isotopic in W 

to H'. 

Proof=: 

From the hypothesis, we may assume that BH' is 

contained in int(H). Let N' be a component of H'. We 

claim that N' is contained in int<H>. 

To get a contradiction, suppose that N' is not 
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contained in H. Then N' must contain some component M 

of cl <W-H>. By lemma X.6, this implies that M is a 

nearnod• which contradicts the fact that H is a hangar 

by being in conflict with part <b> of the definition. 

Let N be a component of H. We claim that there is 

a component N' of H' which is contained in int<N> and 

such that cl(N-N'> is the disjoint union of copies of 

R~xl each of which connects a component of 8N to a 

component of aN'. 

Let P be a component of aN. Then by lemma X.3 

there is a product Pxl which is proper in W such that 

Px0=P and Pxl is a component of aN~ for some component 
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N~ of H'. We may assume by lemma X.4 that <Pxi>nH'=Pxl. 

Since no component of cl<W-H> is a nearnode, Pxl must be 

contained in M. Hence N~ is contained in N. At this 

point, we have proved that N contains a component of N~ 

for each component P of aN. 

We are done if we show that N~ is the some for each 

component P of aN. Let N'=LKN~IP is a component of aN~. 

If N~ is not the same for each component P of aN, then 

there is a component M' of cl<N-N'> which is contained 

in int <N>. Now M' is a nearnode by lemma X.6 which 

contradicts the fact that H' is a hangar.l 
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Theorem ~· Let V be a Whitehead manifold of genus g~2 

at infinity. Then there is a hangar H for V V such that 

(a) H has a finite number of components; 

Cb> if P is a finite set of pairwise disjoint 

planes that are proper and essential in W, then UP is 

isotopic into H; 

(c) if H' is a hangar for V, then H' is ambient 

isotopic to H. 

Proof: 

Let <Vn> be an exhausting sequence for V such that, 

whenever n~0, Fr<Vn> is incompressible in VC~0J, Vn is 

connected, Fr<Vn> is connected and of genus g, and each 

torus in VC~nJ bounds in VC~nJ • 

..... ..... 
Let {(~,!In> ln>0> be the sequence of seifert pairs 

defined in lemma IX.6. By lemma IX.6 and taking a 

subsequence of <Vn> by forgetting finitely many terms, we 

may assume that 

ex I. 3. 1 > for m>0 there are integers q>p>m and an 

isotopy G;V[~ pJ xi-7V[~ pJ such that 

(a) GCx,0>=x for every Cx,t)&.V[~pJxl; 

(b) G<x,t>=x for every <x,t>EFr<Vn>xi; 

(c) if ~=LKITIIT is a noncompact component of 

..... 
~nvr~pJ> and U is a regular neighborhood of ~' then 
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G he, t > =x 'for every he, t > e(V[m, pl-U> xi; 

(d) i'f ~ is as in <c>, then G<~flV[m,ql, 1> is 

A 

contained in 1:0 • 

By lemma IX.2 and the fact that Fr<Vn> is of genus g 

'for all n, there is an r large enough so that each 

A 

noncompact component JT of l:0 n.l[m, rl has only one end. 

By lemmas IX.3 and VIII.2 either 

<XI. 3. 2> 

for some compact, connected 2-manifold F or 

<XI.3.3> JT has an orbit manifold S which is planar, has 

only one end, and precisely one component of as is 

noncompact. 

Let us first suppose that <XI.3.2> holds. By abuse of 

not at ion, put ll=Fx [0, co>. Then 9ll=<Fx0>U<aFx[0,co>> and 

so n 1 <9JT) is finitely generated. Since an is 

incompressible in JT and since n 1 <9TT> is finitely 

generated, by attaching a finite number of 2-handles and 

3-handles in V, we may obtain a 3-manifold C(JT) from n 

such that 8C(JT) is incompressible in V. Since V is 

simply connected, irreducible, and open, each component 

of 8C(JT) is a plane. 
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We claim that F must be a planar 2-manifold. To 

get a contradiction, suppose there exists a nonseparting 

simple closed curve J in F. Then Jx[0,m> does not 

separillte TT. Let A be a regular neighborhood of J in F. 

Then Ax[0,m> is a regular neighborhood of Jx[0,m> in TT. 

Now cHAx[0,m>> is homeomorphic to S 1xR. By a little 

push, we may assume that acAx[0,m>> is contained in 

i nt <C ( TT> > • Since SC<TT> is incompressible in V and since 

V is simply connected, C<TT> is simply connected. 

Therefore, there is a 2-handle Dxi in CCTT> such thillt 

8Dx0 is a nontrivial simple closed curve on a<Ax[0,m>>. 

Since a<Ax[0,m>> is incompressible in Ax[0,m>, 

CDxi>U<Ax[0,m>> is homeomorphic to R2 xi. More to the 

point, each component of a[<Dxi>U<Ax[0,m>>] is a proper 

plane which fails to separate V and this contradicts the 

fact that V is simply connected. So F must be a planar 

2-manifold and therefore C<TT> is ill nearnode. 

Now suppose that <XI.3.3> holds. Since precisely 

one component of as is noncompact, precisely one 

component of arr is noncompact. For each torus componet 

T of arr, let MT be the compact 3-manifold in V[m,nl with 

8MT=T. Put C' CTT>=TTU[LKMTIT is a torus component of 

arrr]. Then 8C' <TT> is homeomorphic to S 1 xR. 

Since 8C' <TT> separates and since 
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kerCn 1 C8C' cn>>-~n 1 <V>> is nontrivial, there is a disk D 

in M such that 9.0 is nontrivial on 8C' <n> and such that 

onac• c m =ao. To get a contradiction, suppose that D is 

contained in c• <n>. Now 9.0 separates 8C' (fl). Let A be 

the closure of one component of 8C' <n>-8.0. Then A is 

homeomorphic to S 1 >e[0,m>. So Al.D is a proper plane in 

V. Since V is simply connected, AUD must separate V. 

Therefore D must separate C' < n>. But this is a 

contradiction since C' <n> has only one end. 

Consequently, D must be contained in cl<V-C' (fl)). 

Let D>el be a regular neighborhood of D in 

cl<V-C' <n>>. Put C<n>=C' <fl>U<D>el>. Observe that 8C ( n> 

has two components each of which is a plane. We claim 

that C<n> is a nearnode. Recall that S is the orbit 

manifold of n; let p:n-~s be the quotient map. Let {Sn} 

be an e>ehausting sequence for S such that Fr<Sn;S> is an 

arc whose boundary is contained in the noncompact 

component of as and such that p- 1 <S 0 > contains BD>el. 

Let Tn be the unique component of asn which meets 

Then each Tn 

is a torus. 

By the irreducibility of V, cl<Tn-<BD>ei>>U<D>e81) 

bounds a 3-cell Bn for n~0. It is not difficult to see 

that {Bn} e>ehausts C<n>. Note that each component of 
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BnnaBn+t is a disk and that Bnnaen+t has two components. 

There~or•, C<TI> is a nearnode with two faces • 

..... 
Since E 0 has only a finite number of ends, 

..... 
E0nvr~rl has only a finite number of components, say 

assumed to be pairwise disjoint. Recall that, for 

l~i~~, C<Tii) is obtained from Tii by attaching 2-handles 

to obtain say "1 and by attaching a compact 3-mani~old 

MT such that SMT=T to each compact component T o~ 9Tii. 

Suppose that for i~j, C<Tii>nc<Tij) is nonempty. Suppose 

that a 2-handle which has been attached to Tii meets 

Since each component of 8C(Tii> is a plane, the 

core of DMI may be chosen to be disjoint from C<Tij>. 

Suppose that MT is a compact 3-manifold in V which 

has been attached to a component T of 9fil. Since 

must hold since C<Tij) is proper in V. Therefore, we may 

number of components and so cl<V-H0 > has only a finite 

number of components. Let H=H 0 U[LKMIM is a component of 

cl<V-H 0 > such that M is a nearnode}]. Then each 
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component of H is a nearnode by lemma X.5. Since H0 has 

only a ~inite number of components, H has only a finite 

number of components. 

We claim that H is ~ hangar. By construction, H 

must satisfy (a) and (b) of the definition of hangar. 

To show that H satisfies part <c>, let p be a finite set 

of pairwise disjoint planes that are essential and 

proper in V. By lemma VIII.5, there is ~n m>0, a compact 

set CCV, and an isotopy F:Vxi-~V such that F<<UP>-C,1> 

..... 
is contained in ~- We may extend the isotopy G given in 

A 

(XI.3.1> to an isotopy G:Vxi-~V. We may assume that, 

for some compact subset K of V, <UP>-K is contained in 

LKni ll~i~~~ and therefore in H. Now #<<UP>naH> is 

finite. Let v be chosen so that int<Vv> contains 

<UP> naH. Isotop <UP> by an isotopy fixed off Vv so that 

#<<UP>naH> is minimal. Since V is irreducible, 

# < <UP> nBH> =0. So UP is contained in H. Therefore H 

satisfies condition (b) of the conclusion. 

By lemma X.3, H satisfies condition <c> of 

definition XI.l.l 



CHAPTER XII 

EXAMPLES 

In this section, we will have occasion to refer to 

a number of figures in order to illustrate our examples. 

These figures will be found in an appendix. 

The following lemma is taken from lemma 2.7 of 

Myers's [lll. 

Lemma XII.!. <Myers> If W is a Whitehead manifold of 

genus one at infinity, then there is an exhausting 

sequence <Wn~ for W such that 

(1) Wn is a solid torus for n~0; 

(2) Fr<Wn> is incompressible in W[~0J for n~0; 

<3> there is no incompressible annulus A in ~n 

which spans ~n for n!l.l 

The following proposition is originally due to 

Kinoshita [10]. 

Proposition XII.2. <Kinoshita> If W is a Whitehead 

manifold of genus one at infinity, then W contains no 
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nontrivial planes. <That is W has an empty hangar.> 

Proof' I 

To get a contradiction, suppose that P is a 

nontrivial plane in W. By lemma VIII.S and an isotopy, 
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there must be an annulus component of' P~n· However, by 

lemma XII.1, there is an exhausting sequence <Wn} f'or W 

such that ~n contains no incompressible spanning annuli 

f'or n~1. We have reached our contradiction.l 

We will use the f'ollowing lemma in two of' the 

examples in the sequel. 

Lemma X I I. 3. Let U be a noncompact 3-manif'old with an 

exhausting sequence {Cn}• 

Suppose that f'or nl0 

(1) en is irreducible; 

(2) Dn is a single disk; 

(3) Dncint<Dn+ 1 >. 

Suppose that P is a nontrivial plane in U with the 

noncoswpact component A of' P n: [ oo, 0J homeomorphic to S 1 x R, 

incompressible in Ctoo,0J and such that A~n is an 

annulus which is parallel in QCn to cl(Dn-Dn_ 1 > f'or nll. 

Then P is parallel in U to BU. 

Proof': 

There is a regular neighborhood BUxi of' BU such 
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that <SUxi>ncn is a regular neighborhood of Dn in Cn for 

It is not difficult to construct an isotopy of U 

which takes A into 8Uxi since A~n is parallel in ~n 

Since Cn is irreducible for nl0 

and since Fr(8Uxi> is incompressible in U, we may isotop 

p into auxi. By lemma 9.4, P must be parallel to 8U.I 

Let V'CV as indicated in figure 1. The following 

lemma is drawn from lemma 6.1 of Myers's [12J. 

Lemma XI I. 4. <Myers> <M,8VU8V'> is an irreducible 

3-manifold pair which contains no essential annuli or 

tori. I 

Let F be a connected, compact planar 2-manifold with 

three boundary components J 1 , J~, and J~. Consider Fxi. 

Let U 

be a regular neighborhood of a 0 in Fxi. Let 

G=cl < <Fx I> -U>. 

LRmma X I I. 5. Let A be an annulus in G and let J and K be 

the components of aA. Suppose that A is incompressible 

in G and that J is contained in Fx8I and parallel in Fx8I 

to a component of J 1 xai. Then K is not contained in 



<J 2 UJ 5 >xi. Furthermore, if A is essential in 

<G, <Fx9I>UFr<U>>, then A is isotopic in G to Jxi. 

Proof: 
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Since J is parallel in Fx9I to a component of J 1 x9I 

and since J 1 x9I is incompressible in Fxi, A is 

incompressible in Fxi. 

To get a contradiction, suppose that K is contained 

in Ji for i=2 or 3. Since A is incompressible in Fxi, K 

must be isotopic in Jixi to Jix~ On the other hand 

since J 1 is not freely homotopic in F to Ji for i=2,3, K 

is not isotopic in Jixi to Jix! for i=2,3. This is our 

contradiction. 

Now suppose that A is essential in <G, (Fx9I>UFr<U>>. 

Since Ana0 =0, A is essential in <Fxi,Fx9I>. 

by lemma 1.1, A is isotopic to Jxi.I 

Therefore, 

Let a be the arc in M from 9V' to 9V indicated in 

figure 2. Let N be a regular neighborhood of a in M. 

Let E be a regular neighborhood of Nnav in av. Put 

Amcl<E-N>. Let M'=cl<M-N>. LetT be the component of 

cl<aM'-A> which is contained in 9V and let 

T'=cl<M'-A>-T. 

Lemma XII.6. A is incompressible in M'. 
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Proof: 

Suppose D is a disk in M with DnA=aD which is 

noncontractible in A. Let E' be a disk in 8V with 

ao~ae•. Then an8VcE' since aD is noncontractible in A. 

Note that DUE' bounds a 3-cell in M' so •<an<DUE'>> must 

be even. Since anE'=aanE', D~ Therefore D is not 

contained in M'. We must conclude that A is 

incompressible in M'.l 

Lenm~a XII. 7. CM',TUT'> is an irreducible 3-manifold 

pair. 

Proof: 

Let S be a 2-sphere in M'. Since M is irreducible, 

there is a 3-cell B in M with S=aB. We may assume that 

Sf18M=0. Since SCM', Sl1a=0. Since 9a:c8M and since a: is 

connected, a:cM'-B. So B is contained in M'. 

Therefore, M' is irreducible. 

Let D be a disk in M' with Dn<TUT'>=SD. We may 

assume that aD is contained in aM. To get a 

contradiction, assume that aD is noncontractible in 

TUT'. Since 8M is incompressible in M, aD must be 

contractibl• in BM. So we may assume that 8.0 is 

parallel in TUT' to a component of BA. Since A is 

incompressible in M', this is a contradiction.l 

Lemma X I I. 8. If A' is an annulus which is essential in 
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<M',TUT'>, then A' is parallel to A. 

Proo'f: 

Let J be a component o'f 8A'. We claim that J is 

parallel in TUT' to a component o'f 8A; that is we claim 

that J is contractible in aM. To get a contradiction, 

suppose that J is noncotractible in aM. Since M is 

a-irreducible, A' is incompressible in M. By lemma 

XII.4, A' is parallel in M into 8M. Let Q be the 

required parallelism. Note that anG=0 since anR'=0 and 

a meets both f1.J and f1*J'. There'fore, Q is contained in 

M' which contradicts the assumption that A' is essential 

in <M', TUT' >. 

Let F 1 and F~ be the 2-mani'folds homeomorphic to 

disks with two holes in 'figure 3 which split M' into R' 

and R" as indicated in 'figures 4<a> and 4(b), 

respectively. Since M is 8-irreducible, Fi is 

incompressible in M in and there'fore M' 'for i=1,2. 

Isotop A' in <M', TUT') so that 8A' is contained in R" 

We claim that 

A' n<F 1 LF :t.) =0. 

To get a contradiction, suppose that K is a 

curve since 

Then K is a simple closed 

8A'nF-=0 'for i=1,2. 
1 

By the minimaliy o'f 

irreducibilty o'f M', K is noncontractible on both F 1 UF~ 
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and A'. So we may assume that there is an annulus 

component A" of A' f"A 11 with .5'A 11 =JU<. But by lemma XII. 5 

this cannot happen. So A' n<F 1 LF 2.>=0. 

Since A' is essential in <M',TUT'>, A' must be 

essential in < R11 , 8R" n<TUT' > >. Therefore, by lemma XII.4 

A' is parallel to A.l 

Let W=LKWnln~0~, where Wn is a solid torus embedded 

in Wn+s as shown in figure 5 for n~0. Note that 

awnnawn+s is a disk so 8W is a plane. 

Proposition XII.9. If P is a nontrivial plane in W, then 

p is parallel in w to aw. 

Proof: 

By applying lemma VIII.5 

and forgetting finitely many 

of the initial terms of <Wn~' we may assume that the 

noncompact component A of PAHm, 0J is homeomorphic to 

S 1 x[0,CD) and incompressible in W[m,0J. By lemma 11.3, we 

may assume that for n~1 each component of own is an 

So by 

lemma X11.8 each component of A~n must be parallel to 

Since A has 



only one end, Anawn has exactly one component. 

Ther•for•, by lemma XII.3, we are done. I 

In the sequel, the definition of property A and 

lemma 11.10 have been taken from S3 of Myers's [12l. 
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Let <M,F> be a compact, orientable 3-manifold pair. 

We say that <M,F> has property A if 

U > <M, F> and <M, cl < 8M-F> > are irreducible 

3-manifold pairs; 

(2) no component of F is a disk or a 2-spher•; 

(3) every properly embedded disk D in M with DnF a 

single arc is boundary parallel. 

Now suppose that M=M 0 UM 1 , where M0 and M1 are 

compact orientable 3-manifolds and F=M 0 nM 1=8M 0 naM 1 is a 

compact 2-manifold. 

Lemma XII.10. <Myers> If <M 0 ,F> and <M 1 ,F> have property 

A, then M is irreducible and 9-irreducible and F is 

incompr•ssible and 9-incompressible.l 

Lemma XII.11. Let F be a compact, orientable 2-manifold 

which is neither a 2-sphere nor a disk. 

<M,8Fxi> and <M,Fx81) have property A. 

Let M=Fxl. Then 



Proof: 

Since F is not S 1 , M is irreducible. Note that 

each component of SFxi is an annulus and that no 

component of Fx8I is ~ disk. 

Fx9I are incompressible in M. 

Also note that SFxl and 
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Suppose that D is ~ disk in M with Dn<SFxi> a single 

arc. Then Dn<SFxi> must be a separating arc of aFxi 

since a.D-<Dn<BFxi>> is connected. Hence, by an ambient 

isotopy of M isotop aD is cont~ined in Fx8I. 

D must be parallel into 8M by corollary 3.2 of 

[15]. 

Therefore, 

Now suppose that D is a disk in M with Dn<Fx8I> a 

single arc. Therefore Dn<aFxi> is a single arc. So by 

the preceding paragraph, D must be parallel into 8M.I 

Lemma XII.12. Let D be a disk and let a be a compact 

1-manifold in aD. Put M=DxS 1 and F=axS 1 • Let n be the 

number of components of ~ If E is a properly embedded 

disk in M such that •<EnF>~n-1, then E is parallel into 

SM. Consequently, if nl2, then <M,F> has property A. 

Proof: 

Note that M is irreducible and that F and cl<SM-F> 

are incompressible in M. 

Since *<EnF>!n-1, there is a component a 0 of a such 

So aE is contained in the annulus 
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Since the core of A is parallel in BM 

to the core of a 0 xS 1 , A is incompressible in M. 

Therefore, E is parallel into BM since M is irreducible.l 

Let M be the 3-manifold in R 3 shown in figure 6. 

Note that 8M=T 0~ 1UR 0, where A0 is an annulus, Ti is a 

once-punctured torus for i=0,1, T 0 nT 1=0, and TinA 0 =9Ti 

for i=0,1. 

Let Ai be the annulus indicated in figure 7 for 

i=1,2,3. 

Lemma XII.13. Let M0 and M1 be the closures of the 

components of M-CL Then 

<a> <M 0 ,Q> is homeomorphic as a pair to 

<D 2 xS 1,axS 1 >, where a is a compact 1-manifold in 9.0 2 

with three components; 

(b) <M 1 ,Q> is homeomorphic as a pair to 

<Fxi,BFxi>, where F is a compact planar 2-manifold with 

two boundary components. 

Proof: 

This may be seen most readily by splitting first 

along A 1 as indicated in figure 8 and then along A2 UR 3 

as in figure 9.1 
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Lemma XII.14. M is irreducible and &-irreducible and 0 

is incompressible and &-incompressible. Proo~: 

By lemmas XII.11 and XII.2 respectively, <M 0 ,0> and 

<M 1 ,0> have property A. 

done. I 

So by lemma XII.10, we are 

Lemma XII.15. If A is an annulus which is essential in 

<M,T> then A is isotopic in <M,T> into <M 0,U 1 UU 2UL 1 UL~>, 

where the Ui and Li are as indicated in figure 9. Proof: 

Isotop A in M so that *<Ana> is minimal. We claim 

that AnQ is empty. To get a contradiction, we assume 

that J is a component of AnaL 

In the case that J is a simple closed curve, the 

standard arguments give us that J is noncontracible in 

both A and ~ 

In the case that J is an arc, the essentiality of 

A and 0 in <M,T> implies that J is a spanning arc o~ 

both A and 0 via lemma 2.1 o~ [12J. 

Note that the components of Ana are homeomorphic 

to one another. 

First suppose that J is an arc. Since 0 separates 

M, there is a disk component D of AnM 0 which meets 0 in 

two arcs. By lemma XII.12, Dis parallel in to aM 0 • We 

are therefore able to reduce *<AnQ> by an isotopy which 
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push•• D through Q along the parallelism. 

Now suppose that J is a simple closed curve. Then 

there is an annulus component A' of AnM 1 • We may assume 

that J is a component of SA'. Choose i so that J is 

contained in Ai. By lemma XII.13, <M 1 ,Q> is homemorphic 

to <Fxi,aFxi>, where F is a compact, planar 2-manifold 

with two boundary components. Therefore, SA'-J is 

parallel in 8M 1 to a component of SAi. Consequently, A' 

is parallel into 8M 1 • Therefore we may reduce *<AnaP. 

We conclude that An3 must be empty. So A is 

where the Fi are as in figure 9. By noting that any 

annulus which is essential in <M 1 ,F 0 UF 1 > is parallel to 

a component of~ we are done.l 

Lemma XII.lG. Let A be an annulus which is essential in 

Then 

(a) each component of SA is contained in a 

different component of U 1 UU 2 UL 1 UL 2 ; 

(b) if the components of SA are contained in 

U 1 UL 1 , then A is parallel to A0 • 

Proof: 

Part (a) follows from corollary 3.2 of [151. 

Part (b) follows from part (a) and lemma 1.1.1 



We shall now describe the construction of a rather 

interesting noncompact 3-manifold which is originally 

due to T. Tucker [14l. 

Let V=LKVnlnl0>, where Vn is a solid torus and Vn 
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is embedded in Vn+s as shown in figure 10. Note that av 

is a plane. Tucker showed that V-av is homeomorphic to 

R 3 , but that V is not homeomorphic to R2:.>e[0, CD) .• 

Proposition XII.17. If P is a nontrivial plane in 

int<V>, then p is parallel in V to av. Proof: 

By lemma VIII.5, we may assume that the noncompact 

component A of Pflv'[CD,0l is homeomorphic to S 1 >e[0,CD), 

incompressible in V[CD,0l and therefore strongly 

essential in (V[CD,0l,Fr<V 0 >>. By lemma 11.3, we may 

assume that each component of AnAVn is an annulus which 

is essential in (oVn,Fr<oVn>> for n~l. 

For kll, there is a homeomorphism of triads 

hk:(6Vk,Fr<Vk>,Fr<Vk-s>>-~<M,T 1 ,T 0>, where M, T 1 , and T 0 

are as in figure 6. 

are pairs of simple closed curves as indicated in figure 

6 and <<An,~n> lnl0> is the sequence of curve pairs 

indicated in figure 10, then we may stipulate that 
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that f 0 is isotopic to the core of L~ and m1 is isotopic 

to the core of U~. Let b 0 and b 1 be the cores of L 1 and 

u19 respectively. Then bi is parallel in Ti to 9Ti. 

Let nl2 be given. 

Suppose that J 

is a component of 8An. By lemma 11.169 hk(J) is 

isotopic in T to one of the simple closed curves 

<XII.17.1) 

Suppose that J is contained in Fr<Vn>· 

is an annulus component An+s of AnAVn+s which is 

essential in (AVn+ 19 Fr<AVn+ 1 >> with J a component of 

By lemma XII.169 hn+ 1 <J> is isotopic to either b 0 

simple closed curves listed in <XII.17.1) 9 hn+ 1 <J> must 

be isotopic to b 0 • Therefore9 J must be parallel in Vn to 

If J is contained in Fr<Vn_ 1 ) 9 we may by reasoning 

as in the preceding paragraph show that J is parallel in 
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by lemma XII.16 that An must be parallel to 

must be parallel to av.l 

Let B be a 3-ball. Let <Eil1~i~n} be a set of 

pairwise disjoint disks which are contained in 8B with 

ni2. Let r be a connected 1-complex embedded in B which 

has at most one nonmanifold point and such that ar 

consists nl2 distinct points x 1 , ••• ,xn with xi contained 

Let N be a regular neighborhood of r in 

..... 
Lemma XII.18. CB,Q> has property A. 

Proof: 

Since r is connected and meets 8B and since B is 

..... 
irreducible, B is irreducible. 

Suppose that D is a disk in B with DnoFaD and 

noncontractible in ~ Choose i so that 8.0 is contained 

There is a disk E' in Ei with a.D=BE'. Since 8.0 

is noncontractible in~ int(E'> contains xi. Now DLE' 

bounds a 3-ball 8' in B. Since nl2, there is a j such 
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that xj is not contained in E'. Therefore, rno~ since 

.... r is connected. Hence, D is not contained in B • 

.... 
Let 8=BB-(). 

.... 
Suppose that D is a disk in B with 

D~aD and noncontractible in ~ 

Suppose that aD is contained in 8.8. Then there is 

a disk E' in 8.8 with 8E' =aD. Since aD is 

noncontractible in ~ there exist i and j so that E' 

contains xi and aB-E' contains xj. Therefore Dnr~. So 

.... 
D is not contained in B which is a contradiction. 

Now suppose that aD is contained in Fr<N>. There 

is a disk E' in BN so that 8E'=aD. Since aD is 

noncontractible in ~ there exist i and j such that xi 

is contained in E' and xj is contained in BN-E'. Now 

DUE' bounds a 3-ball B' in B. Since DrY=0 and xi E', r 

is contained in B'. On the other hand, since x · is 
J 

contained in BN-E' r is not contained in B'; hence we 

have achieved a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude 

.... .... 
that cl<a.B-Q> is incompressible in B • 

.... 
Suppose that D is a disk in B such that Dna is a 

single arc, say ~ Let ~cl<aD-a>. Observe that both 

points of a- are contained in the same component of ~ 

Therefore, a is a separating arc of (). So aD is 

..... .... 
isotopic to a curve in cl<aB-Q>. Because cl<aB-Q> is 
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..... ..... 

incompressible in B and since B is irreducible, D is 

..... 
parallel into 9.9. This ends the proo~. I 

Example XII.19. Let X=U<Xnln~0}, where Xn is a genus 3 

handlebody and XnCXn+t as shown in ~igure 11. For nl0, 

~or n~0. For nl0, let Cn be the unique 3-ball in Xn 

which is a closure o~ a component o~ Xn-<EnUE~UE~>. Let 

Yn=cl <Xn-Cn>. Note that by 

lemmas XII.6, XII.7, and XII.14 each component o~ 

By lemma XII.18 

There~ore by lemma 

XII.10, <Xn} is a good exhausting sequence ~or X. 

Let C=U<Cn lnl0>. Then C is a nearnode. By 

propositions XII.9 and XII.17, Cis a hangar ~or X. By 

theorem XI.3, i~ P is a nontrivial plane in X, then P is 

isotopic into C. 

It is clear how to extend this example to mani~olds 

o~ genus g at infinity. 

Example XII.20. <Myers> Let U=U<Unlnl0>, where Un is a 

genus 2 handlebody and Un is embedded in Un+t as shown 

in ~igure 12. 



contains an annulus An which is unique upto ambient 

isotopy. Furthermore AnnFr<Un_ 1 > separates Fr<Un_ 1 > and 
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Therefore~ by lemma 

VIII.6~ U contains no nontrivial planes. 
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~\ 
Figure 1. The J-mani£old pair (M,~VUdV'). 



Figure 2. The J-manifold pair (M,bvuav•) 
with the arc 6 indicated. 
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Figure J. The )-manifold pair (M',T'UT). 



leV lbJ 

Figure 4. The pieces of M' obtained by splitting 
along F1UF2 • 
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F~'' 



Figure 5. The manifold Wn as it is embedded 
in wn+l" 
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Figure 6. The manifold pair with 
the curve pairs (1 ,m ) 
and (11 ,m1) indica~ed~ 
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Figure 7. 
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The 2-manifold A1UA2UA3 in the 3-manifold 
pair (M,T0 UT1). 



Figure 8. The )-manifold obtained by 
aplitting M along A1 • 
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Figure 9· The )-manifolds M0 and M obtained by 
splitting along A1UA2ul3 with important 
•urface• indicatea. 
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Figure 10. The 3-manifold V 
embedded in Vn~l 
with the curve pair 
(~, }J.J indicated. 
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Figure 11. The )-manifold~ embedded in ~+ 1 • 
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Figure 12. The J-manifold Un 

embedded in un+l" 
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